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ABSTRACT
The Hedgehog (Hh) signaling is crucial for vertebrate development and physiology. The
morphogen Sonic hedgehog (Shh), one of the Hh family of secreted proteins, plays a key role in
patterning the mammalian spinal cord along its dorsoventral (D/V) axis through the activation of
Glioma-associated oncogene (Gli) family of transcription factors. Suppressor of Fused (Sufu), a
Gli-interacting protein, modulates the D/V patterning of the spinal cord by antagonizing Hh
signaling. The molecular mechanisms underlying the function of Sufu in Hh pathway activation
and spinal cord D/V patterning remains controversial, particularly in light of recent findings that
Sufu protects the Gli2 and Gli3 proteins from proteasomal degradation. In this thesis, I show that
Hh pathway activation and dorsal expansion of ventral spinal cord cell types in the absence of
Sufu depends on the activator activities of all three Gli family proteins. I also show that Sufu
plays a positive role in the maximal activation of Hh signaling that defines the ventral-most cell
fate in the mammalian spinal cord, likely through protecting Gli2 and Gli3 proteins from
degradation. Finally, by altering the level of Gli3 repressor on a background of reduced Gli
activator activities, I reveal an important contribution of Gli3 repressor activity to the Hh pathway
activation and the D/V patterning of the spinal cord.
The primary cilium, a hair-like structure projecting from the cell surface, is involved in
Hh signaling in vertebrates. Gli2, the primary effector of Hh signaling, localizes to the tip of the
primary cilium, but the importance of its ciliary localization remains unclear. Here, I address the
roles of Gli2 ciliary localization by replacing endogenous Gli2 with Gli2∆CLR, a Gli2 variant not
localizing to the cilium. The resulting Gli2∆CLRKI and Gli2∆CLRKI;Gli3 double mutants resemble
Gli2null and Gli2null;Gli3 double mutants, respectively, suggesting the lack of Gli2∆CLR activation
in development. Significantly, Gli2∆CLR cannot be activated by either pharmacochemical
activation of Smo in vitro or loss of Ptch1 in vivo.

Finally, Gli2∆CLR exhibits strong
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transcriptional activator activity in the absence of Sufu, suggesting that the lack of its activation
in vivo results from a specific failure in relieving the inhibitory function of Sufu. My results
provide strong evidence that the ciliary localization of Gli2 is critical for cilium-dependent
activation of Hh signaling.
Through this work, I established a better understanding on the genetic interactions
between Gli and Sufu proteins as well as the role of cilia in Gli activation and Hh signal
transduction.
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CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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The Hedgehog (Hh) signaling pathway is critical for development and cancer (Wong and
Reiter, 2009). In embryonic development, Hh signaling is required for the patterning of diverse
tissues, and the disruption of Hh signaling in humans leads to birth defects such as
holoprosencephaly. In adults, Hh signaling is inactive in most cells, and the inappropriate
activation of Hh signaling is implicated in various cancers including glioma, prostate cancer,
pancreatic cancer, lung cancer, basal cell carcinoma and medulloblastoma.
An interesting characteristic of Hh signaling in vertebrates is its requirement of the
primary cilium, a solitary hair-like organelle projecting from the surface of almost every
vertebrate cell (Goetz and Anderson, 2010). The loss of cilia or abnormal cilia structure results in
Hh signaling defects indicating an essential role of cilia in transducing the Hh signal. Abnormal
cilia formation has been associated with ciliopathies, a number of genetic diseases such as
polycystic kidney disease (PKD) and Bardet-Biedl syndrome, the hallmark of which is the kidney
cyst formation. Consistent with their roles in Hh signaling, the cilia are also involved in Hhrelated tumorigenesis.
An established model system for investigating Hh signaling or the role of the cilia in the
Hh pathway is the neural tube, which has differentiated neurons patterned in a spatially
segregated manner (Le Dréau and Martí, 2012). This neural tube patterning is regulated by Sonic
hedgehog (Shh), a member of the Hh family proteins in vertebrates, which forms a ventral-todorsal gradient, and specifies the formation of distinct neuronal subtypes in the ventral neural
tube. High concentrations of Shh define the ventral-most cell types whereas lower-concentrations
of Hh specify more dorsal cell types. Hence the neural tube patterning reflects the levels of Hh
signaling, and serves as an ideal model system for detailed analysis of Hh signaling.
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THE HEDGEHOG SIGNALING PATHWAY

The Hh signaling pathway is evolutionarily conserved and the essential scheme of Hh
signaling is similar across species. Hh signal transduction starts with the binding of mature Hh
ligands to their cell surface receptors Patched (Ptch), followed by the activation of a G-protein
coupled receptor-like transmembrane protein, Smoothened (Smo). Active Smo induces the
activation of Cubitus Interruptus (Ci) in Drosophila or Gli transcriptional factors in mammals, the
downstream effectors that mediate the transcriptional responses to the Hh signal. At the same
time, there are some divergences among species. For example, in flies, there is only one Hh
protein whereas in vertebrates there are three Hh ligands, including Indian hedgehog (Ihh), Desert
hedgehog (Dhh) and Sonic hedgehog (Shh), of which Shh is expressed most widely and thus has
the broadest role in development. Notably, Hh ligands serve as morphogens, acting over the long
range to determine distinct cell fates based on different Hh concentrations as well as the
development timing (Wilson and Chuang, 2010).

The production, maturation, release and distribution of Hh ligands

The basic mechanisms for the production, maturation, release and distribution of Hh
family proteins are similar between Drosophila and the vertebrates. The Hh protein in flies is
initially produced as a 45 kDa precursor, which then undergoes autoproteolytic processing to
generate a cholesterol-modified N-terminal fragment (HhNp) and a C-terminal fragment (HhC)
(Chen et al., 2011a; Lee et al., 1994; Porter et al., 1996). HhC catalyzes the autoproteolytic
processing since it contains a protease activity. After cleavage, HhC is degraded through the
endoplasmic reticulum-associated protein degradation pathway (Chen et al., 2011a). HhNp
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possesses all the known signaling activities, including long-range and short-range signaling
activities. HhNp undergoes two types of lipid modification, the attachment of cholesterol to its Cterminus during the autoprocessing, and an addition of palmitic acid to its N-terminus (Chen et
al., 2011a; Pepinsky et al., 1998). The modification by these lipids is critical for the Hh signaling.
Non-palmitoylated Hh in flies is defective or plays a dominant-negative role in Hh signaling
(Callejo et al., 2006; Chamoun et al., 2001; Dawber et al., 2005; Lee and Treisman, 2001; Lee et
al., 2001). In vertebrates, Shh lacking the palmitoyl moiety shows decreased signaling activity
compared with the palmitoylated one (Guerrero and Kornberg, 2014). Without the cholesterol
modification, The fly Hh and vertebrate Shh are both functional but exhibit abnormal distribution
(Guerrero and Kornberg, 2014). The dual lipid modification of Hh increases its affinity for
membranes, which on the one hand restricts the free diffusion of the Hh molecule, but on the
other hand is required for its active secretion and long-range action (Peters et al., 2004;
Tukachinsky et al., 2012).
Three groups of proteins play important roles in regulating the release of lipid-modified
Hh from Hh-producing cells. First, Dispatched (Disp or DISP), a large multipass transmembrane
protein identified in both Drosophila and the vertebrates, is critical for cholesterol-modified Hh
release in Hh-producing cells (Burke et al., 1999; Callejo et al., 2011; Kawakami, 2002; Ma et al.,
2002). In vertebrates, DISP directly binds the cholesterol moiety of human SHH and helps with
the release of cholesterol-modified SHH from the cell surface. Second, Dally and Dally-like
(Dlp), two glypicans of the heparin sulphate proteoglycans (HSPGs) family, play essential roles
in the release and movement of Hh in flies (Ayers et al., 2010; Callejo et al., 2011). Finally,
Interference Hedgehog (Ihog) and Brother of Ihog (Boi), which are single-pass transmembrane
proteins of the immunoglobulin family and function as Hh co-receptors, are also required for
releasing Hh from the Hh producing cells in flies (Bilioni et al., 2013; Callejo et al., 2011; Yan et
al., 2010).
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After the lipid-modified Hh is released from the producing cells, its movement to the
receiving cells involves active transportation that is dependent on additional regulators. Shifted
(Shf), an extracellular matrix (ECM) component, promotes the long-distance movement of Hh by
counteracting the function of Ihog and Boi that attach Hh to the membranes (Glise et al., 2005;
Gorfinkiel et al., 2005; Gradilla and Guerrero, 2013). Zebrafish Scube2, an ECM protein, is also
critical for long-range Hh signaling through regulating the transportation or stability of Hh
(Creanga et al., 2012; Kawakami et al., 2005; Woods and Talbot, 2005). In addition to regulating
Hh transportation, Scube also plays a role in Hh release through cooperating with DISP
(Tukachinsky et al., 2012).
Several mechanisms have been proposed for the transport of the lipid-modified Hh from
the producing cells to the receiving cells. First, Hh ligands form oligomers that can diffuse freely
in the tissue (Mceachern et al., 2001). The oligomerization of Hh requires its conserved Nterminal domain and dual lipid modification (Chen et al., 2004; Gallet et al., 2006; Goetz et al.,
2006), as well as a transaglutaminase activity regulated by heparan sulfates (Dierker et al., 2009).
Hh oligomers can form a gradient and show increased signaling activity (Katanaev et al., 2008;
Mceachern et al., 2001). Second, Hh molecules are proposed to be transported in exosomes,
known as argosomes in flies (Greco et al., 2001). Hh in C. elegans was shown to be present in
exosomal structures during its apical secretion (Liégeois et al., 2006), whereas in vertebrates Shh
was observed in exovesicles during left-right asymmetry regulation (Tanaka et al., 2005). Third,
Hh was reported to associate with lipoproteins that are involved in sterol delivery (Palm et al.,
2013; Panáková et al., 2005). The fly lipoproteins, Lipophorins, are recruited to Hh-producing
cells through interaction with Dally and Dlp, and their reduction leads to compromised longrange, but not short-range, Hh signaling (Callejo et al., 2006; Eugster et al., 2007; Panáková et al.,
2005). Finally, cytonemes, filopodia-like cell extensions, were implicated in the direct transport
of morphogens such as Hh in Drosophila (Hsiung et al., 2005; Roy et al., 2011). Hh pathway
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components, including Ihog, Boi, Disp, Dally, Dlp and Shf, were observed in basolateral
cytonemes that show highly dynamic extensions (Bilioni et al., 2013; Callejo et al., 2011; RojasRíos et al., 2012). It is possible that all three mechanisms may work together in transporting Hh.

The reception of Hh ligands

Patched, a twelve-transmembrane protein, directly binds Hh ligands to initiate the Hh
signaling (Marigo et al., 1996a; Paper, 1999; Stone et al., 1996). Different from Drosophila that
has only one Patched (Ptc) gene, mammals have two Patched homologs, Ptch1 and Ptch2
(Motoyama, 1998). The transcription of Ptch1 is up-regulated by Hh signaling in mammals and is
widely used as an indicator of the levels of Hh signaling (Goodrich et al., 1996; Marigo and
Tabin, 1996; Marigo et al., 1996b). Interestingly, Ptch1 also mediates the internalization of Hh
for degradation, thus providing a negative feedback mechanism (Chen and Struhl, 1996; Torroja
et al., 2004). The Patched proteins are related to the resistance-nodulation-division (RND) family
of channels and transporters (Tseng et al., 1999), and have sterol-sensing domains (SSD).
Therefore, Ptch has been suggested to have a role in cross-membrane transportation of an
unidentified small molecule.
Ihog,

Boi,

and

their

highly-conserved

vertebrate

orthologues,

CAM-

related/downregulated by oncogenes (CDO) and brother of CDO (BOC), have been identified as
co-receptors of the Hh proteins. These co-receptors bind the Hh ligands and form a complex with
the core receptor Patched. The formation of the receptor complex promotes the presentation of
Patched on the cell surface and ligand binding (Camp et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2010). Growth
arrest-specific 1 (GAS1), a GPI-linked protein, is a vertebrate-specific Hh co-receptor that plays
redundant roles with CDO and BOC (Allen et al., 2011; Izzi et al., 2011). A mutated Shh protein
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that cannot bind CDO, BOC or GAS1 has a complete loss of signaling activity, although it can
still bind Ptch1 (Izzi et al., 2011).
Smoothened (Smo), a seven-pass transmembrane protein, positively transduces the Hh
signal downstream of Patched in both flies and vertebrates (Alcedo et al., 1996; Chen et al., 2001;
van den Heuvel and Ingham, 1996; Varga et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2001). Genetic data showed
that Ptc negatively regulates Smo, but the molecular mechanism is not clear (Alcedo et al., 1996).
The disruption of RND transporter activity in Ptc prevents it from repressing Smo, indicating that
Ptc may regulate the transport of a molecule that controls the activity of Smo (Taipale et al.,
2002). In fact, several natural or man-made sterol-like molecules have been shown to bind and
activate or inhibit Smo, raising the possibility that an endogenous sterol-like molecule is
transported through Ptc to regulate Smo activity (Mas and Ruiz i Altaba, 2010). The inhibition of
Ptc by Hh in Drosophila also promotes the stabilization and accumulation of Smo at the cell
surface (Denef et al., 2000; Li et al., 2012a; Xia et al., 2012).
The activation of Smo involves a conformational change. In flies, the Smo proteins exist
as constitutive dimers through homophilic interactions between their N-terminal regions. In the
absence of Hh, Smo is kept in an inactive/closed conformation by intramolecular interaction
between a positively charged Arg cluster in its carboxyl-terminal cytoplasmic tail (C-tail) and a
negatively charged Asp clusters in the 3rd intracellular loop (Zhao et al., 2007). Hh promotes the
phosphorylation of multiple Ser/Thr residues close to the Arg clusters in the Smo C-tail by
protein kinase A (PKA), casein kinase Iα (CkIα), CkII and G protein-coupled receptor kinase 2
(Gprk2/GPRK2) (Chen et al., 2010; Jia et al., 2010, 2004). The local neutralization of the Arg
clusters by phosphorylation leads to an open conformation of Smo, which facilitates the
dimerization of the C-tails and promotes the interaction between Smo and downstream Hh
signaling components (Zhao et al., 2007). This conformational switch is essential for Smo cell
surface accumulation and activation. Interestingly, different levels of Smo phosphorylation lead
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to varying degrees of Smo cell surface accumulation and activation, likely through the gradual
opening of its C-terminal conformation. This observation suggested an essential role of Smo in
transducing graded Hh signaling (Jia et al., 2004; Zhao et al., 2007). The regulation of Smo
activation in vertebrates shares a similar mechanism, except that vertebrate Smo contains CKIα
and GPRK2 phosphorylation clusters, but not PKA phosphorylation sites (Chen et al., 2011b).
In addition to the above proteins, other factors such as glypicans and low-density
lipoprotein receptor-related 2 (LRP2) were also implicated in Hh reception. Glypicans were
reported to enhance Hh signaling by stabilizing the Hh protein, whereas LRP2 may be involved in
the trafficking of Ptc (Peters et al., 2004; Yan and Lin, 2009).

Downstream of Smo: The regulation of the Gli proteins

The Hh signaling regulates gene transcription through a conserved group of transcription
factors, Ci in Drosophila and Gli proteins (including Gli1, Gli2 and Gli3) in vertebrates (Hui and
Angers, 2011). Ci, Gli2 and Gli3 share a conserved zinc finger DNA-binding domain, a Nterminal repression domain and a C-terminal activation domain, whereas Gli1 lacks the
repression domain. In the absence of Hh, Ci/Gli2/Gli3 are sequentially phosphorylated by PKA,
glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β) and CKI (Pan et al., 2009; Price and Kalderon, 2002;
Wang et al., 2000), followed by their interaction with the Skp1-Cullin1-F-box (SCF)-ubiquitin
ligase complex (Fig. 1-1A). Subsequent partial degradation of Ci/Gli proteins by the proteasome
removes the activation domain and turns Ci/Gli2/Gli3 into transcriptional repressors (Jia et al.,
2005; Price and Kalderon, 2002; Tempé et al., 2006). In Drosophila, moderate levels of Hh
signaling inhibit the formation of Ci repressor, whereas high levels of Hh signaling turns fulllength Ci into a labile activator, which is targeted for complete degradation by a Cul3-HIB
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ubiquitin ligase complex (Kent et al., 2006; Ohlmeyer and Kalderon, 1998; Zhang et al., 2006).
The mouse Gli2 and Gli3 also become labile activators in response to high levels of Hh signaling,
and are targeted for complete degradation by the Cul3-SPOP ubiquitination complex, which is
homologous to the Cul3-HIB complex in flies (Zhang et al., 2006). As the only effector of the Hh
pathway in flies, Ci serves as both an activator and a repressor, and the ratio between the two
forms depends on the levels of Hh signaling. In vertebrates, the roles of the three Gli proteins
diverge. Genetic studies indicated that Gli2 works as the major activator, whereas Gli3 mainly
serves as the repressor of the Hh pathway (Litingtung and Chiang, 2000; Matise et al., 1998).
Gli1 does not have a repression domain and its transcription depends on Hh signaling. Therefore,
Gli1 likely serves as a secondary activator in the Hh pathway to increase the Hh signaling to a
higher level (Park et al., 2000).
How Smo regulates the activity of Gli proteins remains elusive. In flies, Smo physically
interacts with a Hh signaling complex (HSC) containing Ci, a positive regulator Fused Kinase
(Fu), negative regulators PKA, GSK3β, CKI and a scaffold protein Costal 2 (Cos2) (Kalderon,
2004). Cos2 is a kinesin-like protein, which can mediate the movement of the HSC along the
microtubule (Farzan et al., 2008). Cos2 plays both positive and negative roles in the Hh pathway.
Without Hh, Cos2 recruits PKA, GSK3β and CKI to phosphorylate Ci, generating the Ci
repressors (Zhang et al., 2005; Fig. 1-1A). With Hh, Cos2 connects Fu and Ci with activated
Smo, the interaction of which induces the dimerization and the activation of Fu, and the
subsequent phosphorylation of Cos2, leading to the release of Ci (Ruel et al., 2007; Shi et al.,
2011; Zhang et al., 2011; Zhou and Kalderon, 2011; Fig. 1-1B). The full-length Ci then enters the
nucleus and activates the downstream target genes of the Hh pathway. It is interesting that
different levels of Smo activation induce different levels of Fu and Cos2 phosphorylation, which
is proposed to transduce different levels of Hh signaling (Ranieri et al., 2012).
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*Adapted from Ye and Liu, 2011 (Ye and Liu, 2011)

Figure 1-1 Hedgehog (Hh) signal transduction in flies
(A) In the absence of Hh, Ptc inhibits Smo activity and its cell surface accumulation. Cos2
recruits PKA/CKI/ GSK3β to phosphorylate Ci, which then goes through partial degradation
regulated by SCF-ubiquitin ligase complex, generating the Ci repressors (CiR). The CiR inhibits
the downstream genes. (B) In the presence of Hh, the inhibition of Ptc by Hh binding allows the
Smo activation and its cell surface accumulation. The Smo activation involves its
phosphorylation and a conformational change at the C-tails. Cos2 links Ci and Fu to the active
Smo, which promotes the Fu activation and the subsequent Cos2 phosphorylation, causing the
release of Ci. Ci then goes to nucleus to activate the target genes.
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In addition to inhibiting the formation of Ci repressors, Fu activation also promotes the activator
activity of Ci by antagonizing suppressor of Fused (Sufu) (Shi et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011;
Zhou and Kalderon, 2011), which sequesters Ci in the cytoplasm in the absence of Hh.
The signal transduction from Smo to Gli proteins in vertebrates diverges from its
counterpart in flies. Fu, which plays an essential positive role in Hh signaling in flies, does not
appear to be involved in the Hh pathway in mammals (Merchant et al., 2005; Wilson et al.,
2009a). Furthermore, Sufu is dispensable for Drosophila Hh signaling (Pham et al., 1995),
whereas the loss of Sufu in mice leads to ligand-independent activation of the Hh signaling
(Cooper et al., 2005; Svard et al., 2006). Sufu interacts with, and sequesters Gli proteins in the
cytoplasm (Ding et al., 1999; Dunaeva et al., 2003; Kogerman et al., 1999), and promotes the
processing of Gli2 and Gli3 into repressors (Humke et al., 2010a; Jia et al., 2009; Wang et al.,
2010). The dissociation between Sufu and Gli proteins, induced by Hh signaling, appears to be a
key event for the activation of Gli proteins (Humke et al., 2010a; Tukachinsky et al., 2010).
In addition to the major negative role, Sufu also plays a positive role by protecting Gli2 and Gli3
from complete degradation by Cul3-SPOP ubiquitination complex (Chen et al., 2009; Jia et al.,
2009; Liu et al., 2012).
Although the functions of Sufu and Fu diverge from flies to vertebrates, Kif7, the
vertebrate ortholog of Cos2, appears to play conserved positive and negative roles in the Hh
pathway (Cheung et al., 2009; Endoh-yamagami et al., 2009; Liem et al., 2009). Directly
interacting with all three Gli proteins and Sufu, Kif7 regulates the processing and the degradation
of Gli proteins (Cheung et al., 2009; Endoh-yamagami et al., 2009; Liem et al., 2009). In Kif7
mutant embryos, the Gli3 repressor is greatly reduced whereas the full-length Gli2 and Gli3 are
more stable compared with wild type (WT) embryos. Genetic evidence shows that the positive
role of Kif7 is dependent on Sufu, whereas Kif7 inhibits the pathway independent of Sufu (Law
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et al., 2012). Kif7 has been shown to promote the dissociation between Gli2 and Sufu in the skin,
which might explain the positive role of Kif7 in the Hh pathway (Li et al., 2012b). The increase
in the stability of Gli2 and Gli3 in Kif7 mutant embryos, therefore, may result from their more
stable association with Sufu that keeps them stable.

Other regulators of the Gli proteins

Additional factors have been found to affect Gli-mediated transcriptional regulation at the
level of chromatin remodeling. The activator activity of Gli3 induced by Hh signaling requires
cAMP response element-binding protein (CBP), a member of the histone acetyltransferase family
(HAT) (Dai et al., 1999). On the other hand, the repressor activity of Gli3 is enhanced by the corepressor Ski which recruits histone deacetylases (HDACs) to Gli3 target loci (Dai et al., 2002).
SAP18, an HDAC subunit, was also reported to repress Gli-dependent transcription by
cooperating with Sufu in the nucleus (Cheng and Bishop, 2002). SNF5, another chromatin
remodeling factor, interacts with Gli1, binds to the Gli1-regulated promoters and suppresses the
activator activity of Gli1 (Jagani et al., 2010). These results suggest that the transcription of Glitarget genes are regulated by multiple factors through epigenetic modification.
Multiple types of post-translational modification of Gli proteins are key to their
transcriptional activities. The acetylation of Lysine 518 residue in Gli1 and Lysine 757 residue in
Gli2 has been shown to inhibit their transcriptional activities. The class I histone deacetylases
(HDAC1) promote the transcriptional activator activity of Gli1 and Gli2 through their
deacetylation. HDAC1 is up-regulated by Hh signaling and degraded by a Cul3-REN E3
ubiquitin ligase complex (Canettieri et al., 2010). Moreover, it was reported that Pias1, a SUMO
E3 ligase, catalyzed the modification of the Gli proteins with small ubiquitin-like modifier
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(SUMO), and increased their activator activities (Cox et al., 2010). However, another group
found that the sumoylation of Gli2 inhibits its activator activity through recruiting HDAC5,
suggesting that the roles of sumoylation in Gli activity regulation requires further investigation
(Han et al., 2012).
The most extensively studied post-translational modification of the Gli proteins is
phosphorylation. One master kinase heavily involved in Hh signaling is PKA. Six PKA target
sites (Ser 1-Ser 6) are present on the C-terminal side of the zing-finger DNA binding domains of
Gli2 and Gli3. Phosphorylation of Ser 1-4 is required for the processing of Gli2 and Gli3 to form
repressors (Pan et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2000). Asaoka et al (2010) reported that PKA
phosphorylation at Ser6 is required for the interaction between all three Gli proteins and the 14-33 protein (Cahill et al., 2001; Wanzel et al., 2005). Through this interaction, 14-3-3 negatively
regulates Hh signaling by inhibiting the transcriptional activator activities of Gli2 and Gli3
(Asaoka et al., 2010). More recently, Niewiadomski et al. (2014) reported that although the
phosphorylation of Ser 1-4 is sufficient for generating Gli repressors, the activation of Gli
activators requires the dephosphorylation of all six serine residues. They also identified a second
phosphorylation event at a cluster (Pc-g) N-terminal to the Zinc-finger DNA binding domain
associated with Gli activation. They proposed that the full activation of Gli2/3 proteins depends
on the dephosphorylation of Ser 1-6 and the subsequent phosphorylation of Pc-g clusters, the two
processes of which were shown to be antagonized by PKA activation (Niewiadomski et al.,
2014).
In addition to PKA, several other kinases are also involved in the post-translational
regulation of Gli proteins. One of them is Cdc211, which interacts with Sufu, preventing it from
inhibiting Gli proteins (Evangelista et al., 2008). A Fu-like kinase, Ulk3, was also shown to both
positively and negatively regulate the transcriptional activity of Gli proteins (Maloverjan et al.,
2010). Another very interesting kinase modulator is the dual-specificity tyrosine phosphorylation-
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regulated kinase (DYRK) family. DYRK1A substantially enhances the transcriptional activity of
Gli1, in part by promoting its nuclear localization (Mao et al., 2002). DYRK1B promotes the
formation of Gli3 repressor and prevents the activator activity of Gli2 (Lauth et al., 2010).
DYRK2 directly phosphorylates Gli2 and promotes its degradation by proteasome, whereas
MAP3K10, another kinase, regulates Gli2 activity through DYRK2 and GSK3β (Varjosalo et al.,
2008).
With many regulators of Gli proteins identified and more to be revealed, it is important to
integrate them together in order to understand how the transcriptional activities of Gli proteins are
precisely controlled.

NEURAL TUBE DEVELOPMENT

During embryonic development, the notochord, a rod-shaped mesodermal structure,
induces the ectoderm above it to form the neural plate at the end of gastrulation (Smith and
Schoenwolf, 1989). The neural plate folds to form the closed neural tube, which further
differentiates into the central nervous system (CNS) including the brain and the spinal cord. The
neural tube development involves a variety of cellular processes such as cell proliferation, cell
survival, cell cycle control and cell differentiation. Neural tube patterning is the basis for the
generation of a complex CNS with hundreds of distinct neuronal subtypes (Le Dréau and Martí,
2012). In the following section, I will focus on the patterning of the mouse spinal cord, the caudal
region of the CNS where the roles of Hh signaling have been extensively studied.
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Overview of the spinal cord patterning and differentiation

Initially the neural plate has a “dorsal” fate but gradually establishes a dorsal-ventral
(D/V) axis within the closed neural tube (Goulding et al., 1993). Right after the neural tube
closes, the progenitor cells in the spinal cord begin differentiation by acquiring specific identifies
based on their D/V positions. Seven dorsal interneuron progenitor domains are developed,
including pd1-6 and pdIL, whereas six ventral progenitor domains are formed, including the floor
plate (FP), p3, pMN, p2, p1 and p0 (Ribes and Briscoe, 2009). These progenitor domains are
spatially segregated, and develop into distinct neuronal subtypes such as dorsal and ventral
interneurons, as well as motor neurons.
The progenitor domain patterning along the D/V axis of the spinal cord (also referred to
as the D/V patterning of the spinal cord) is regulated by three major signals: the bone
morphogenetic protein (BMP) and Wnt signals secreted from the roof plate, an organizing center
located at the dorsal-most part of the spinal cord, and the Shh signal generated by the notochord
and floor plate, the ventral organizing centers. The BMP and Wnt signals define the dorsal spinal
cord patterning and inhibit the formation of ventral cell types. Shh signal is primarily responsible
for patterning the ventral spinal cord, and the loss of Shh causes the loss of ventral cell types.
Additional signals such as the fibroblast growth factors (FGF) and retinoic acids (RA) are also
involved in the spinal cord patterning. FGF signals are required for maintaining a stem cell-like
neural progenitor pool and inhibiting neural differentiation. Antagonizing FGF signals, RA
induces the differentiation of neural progenitor cells by promoting the specific expression of
transcription factors. In addition, RA induces dorsal marker expression in the spinal cord, thus
limiting the ventralizing effect of the Shh signal (Le Dréau and Martí, 2012).
I am interested in how Shh signaling regulates the ventral spinal cord patterning. Shh is
secreted by the notochord and then by the floor plate. Shh signal from the notochord is largely
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responsible for patterning the early progenitor domain in the ventral spinal cord (Chamberlain et
al., 2008), whereas the floor plate Shh signal has a more limited role in the early spinal cord
patterning (Matise et al., 1998). At later stages, with notochord moving away from the neural
tube, Shh signal from the floor plate plays a major role in glial cell specification that occurs after
neurogenesis (Ribes and Briscoe, 2009).

Shh as a morphogen regulating ventral spinal cord patterning

Shh acts as a morphogen in controlling the D/V patterning of the mouse ventral spinal
cord (Ribes and Briscoe, 2009). A morphogen is a secreted signal molecule that moves from the
source cells to the responding cells and forms a concentration gradient, regulating the tissue
pattern during development. The morphogen characteristic of the Shh signal results from the
complex controlling machinery on its secretion and diffusion, as well as the negative feedback
modification from its intracellular transduction. The Shh signal forms a concentration gradient in
the ventral spinal cord with the highest level at the ventral midline (Fig. 1-2A). More ventral cell
types require higher concentrations of Shh, whereas less ventral cell types depend on lower
concentrations of Shh (Ribes and Briscoe, 2009). For example, the formation of floor plate and
V3 interneurons (the neuronal subtype generated by p3), the ventral-most cell types, depends on
high levels of Shh signal (Fig. 1-2A). In contrast, low levels of Shh signal are required for motor
neurons (developed from pMN) and V2/1/0 interneurons (originated from p2/1/0) that are located
more dorsally in the ventral spinal cord (Ribes and Briscoe, 2009; Fig. 1-2A).
In addition to Shh concentration, time exposed to Shh also determines cell type identity.
The temporal effects of Shh morphogen on spinal cord patterning mainly result from two aspects.
First, the Shh gradient changes over time before it reaches its stable stage during development.
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Figure 1-2. Shh morphogen and Gli proteins regulate the D/V patterning of the spinal cord
(A-D) Schematics of mouse ventral spinal cords at E10.5 in wild type (WT) and mutant
embryos. (A) Shh (green) secreted from the notochord (NC) and the floor plate (FP) forms a
ventral to dorsal gradient in the spinal cord. Cells respond to various concentrations of Shh to
form V0, V1, V2, V3 interneurons, as well as the motor neurons (MN) and FP. Various
homeobox and bHLH domain-containing transcription factor genes are expressed in the
progenitors and the differentiated neurons and can serve as molecular markers for spinal cord
D/V patterning. (B) In Gli2 mutants, FP is lost and V3 interneurons are greatly reduced. (C) Gli3
mutants show a subtle dorsal expansion of V0-V2 interneurons. (D) In Gli2;Gli3 double mutants,
FP and V3 interneurons are lost, and V1/V2 interneurons and MN are scattered along the ventral
spinal cord mixing with each other.
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The Shh concentration increases gradually along the D/V axis in the ventral spinal cord, likely
owing to an increased number of Shh-producing cells and the spread of Shh over a distance
(Chamberlain et al., 2008). Second, the intracellular signal transduction has a temporal effect on
shaping the Shh gradient. This temporal effect mainly comes from Ptch1, which on the one hand
is up-regulated by Shh signaling and on the other hand binds Shh to sequester or degrade it. The
longer the cells are exposed to the Shh signal, the stronger the negative feedback from Ptch1 is. In
this case, cells in the more ventral spinal cord become less sensitive to the Shh signal, which is
termed as temporal adaption. Under the temporal adaption mechanism, higher concentrations of
Shh can bind and degrade more Ptch1, thus allowing a longer period of signaling. It is the
duration of the signaling activity that determines the specification of the ventral cell types rather
than the actual levels of Shh themselves (Dessaud et al., 2007). During spinal cord development,
motor neurons are the first cell types induced at the ventral midline, which later expands dorsally;
after the induction of motor neurons, V3 interneurons then appear at the ventral midline and
exclude the motor neurons from the ventral midline. This suggests that V3 interneurons require
longer Shh signaling activity than motor neurons (Chamberlain et al., 2008; Ribes and Briscoe,
2009).

Roles of various Gli proteins in the spinal cord patterning

Shh patterns the ventral spinal cord in mice through the downstream transcription factors
of Gli1, Gli2 and Gli3. The expression patterns of Gli genes in the developing spinal cord appear
to correspond to the proliferating domains. All three genes are initially expressed throughout the
neural plate around E8.5 and excluded from the floor plate at later stages. After the closure of the
neural tube around E9.5, Gli1 expression appears in the ventral ventricular zone (VZ, the
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proliferating progenitor domain), whereas Gli2 and Gli3 are expressed in the dorsal VZ. With the
regression of VZ, the expression of Gli genes is more and more limited and cannot be detected
after E16.5 (Chichung, 1994; Lee et al., 1997).
As a target gene of Shh signaling, the expression of Gli1 depends on Gli2 and Gli3
proteins. The spinal cord patterning in Gli1 mutants is normal suggesting that Gli1 is not required
for spinal cord development when Gli2 and Gli3 are present (Bai et al., 2002). However, Gli1
expressed from the Gli2 locus can completely rescue the spinal cord defects caused by loss of
Gli2, which suggests redundant roles between the Gli1 and Gli2 activators (Bai and Joyner,
2001).
The loss of Gli2 leads to the complete loss of floor plate and a great reduction of V3
interneurons, as well as the ventral expansion of motor neurons (Ding et al., 1998; Matise et al.,
1998; Fig. 1-2B). This indicates that Gli2 mainly works as an activator in the spinal cord
patterning, and is required for high levels of Shh signaling. Moreover, the complete rescue of
Gli2 mutant phenotype by Gli1 expressed in the Gli2 locus also suggests that Gli2 repressors are
not important for spinal cord patterning, since Gli1 can only work as an activator. Yet, a minor
role for the Gli2 repressors in the lateral cell types was described recently (Pan et al., 2009).
Gli3 mutants show a subtle defect of a dorsal shift in the intermediate progenitor domains
(p2, p1 and p0) (Persson et al., 2002; Fig. 1-2C). In the absence of Shh or Smo, the spinal cord is
dorsalized with the loss of most ventral cell types, including the FP cells, V3 interneurons, motor
neurons and V2 interneurons. The removal of Gli3 from Shh or Smo mutants rescued the
formation of motor neurons and V2 interneurons, indicating that ectopic Gli3 repressors are
responsible for the loss of lateral cell types in Shh or Smo mutants (Litingtung and Chiang, 2000;
Persson et al., 2002; Wijgerde et al., 2002). On the other hand, Gli3 plays a redundant activator
role in spinal cord patterning because Gli2;Gli3 mutants exhibit more disrupted Shh signaling
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than Gli2 mutants with complete loss of V3 interneurons (Bai et al., 2004; Lei et al., 2004; Fig. 12D). Therefore, the roles of Gli3 depend on the context. In the intermediate region with low
levels of Shh, Gli3 mainly works as a repressor; in the ventral-most domain where Shh level is
high, Gli3 shows a minor activator role redundant to Gli2.
Overall, the balance between the activators and repressors of Gli proteins is critical for
correct spinal cord patterning. For the formation of ventral-most cell types including floor plate
and V3 interneurons, Gli activators are primarily responsible; Gli repressors regulate the
specification of the lateral cell types such as motor neurons and V2 interneurons.

Downstream transcription network regulating spinal cord patterning

The specification of different neuronal cell types is dependent on the specific expression
of homeodomain (HD) and basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factors in the progenitor
domains of the developing spinal cord. These transcription factors are categorized into two
classes based on their responses to Shh: Class II genes include Foxa2 (marker for FP), Nkx2.2
(marker for p3), Olig2 (marker for pMN), Nkx6.1 (labeling the dorsal boundary of p2) and
Nkx6.2 (marking the dorsal boundary of p1 ); Class I genes include the dorsal markers such as
Pax6, Irx3, Dbx2, Dbx1 and Pax7. The expression of Class II genes requires Shh signaling
whereas the expression of Class I genes is inhibited by Shh signaling (Briscoe and Ericson,
2001).
Shh signaling regulates the expression of Class I and Class II genes through Gli proteins.
Gli binding sites (GBS) were first identified in the cis-regulatory modules (CRMs) of Foxa2 and
Nkx2.2 (Lei et al., 2006; Sasaki et al., 1997; Vokes et al., 2007). More recently, through a
comprehensive genomic approach, two groups have identified one or more GBSs in the CRMs of
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other genes such as Olig2, Nkx6.1, Nkx6.2, Dbx1, Dbx2, Pax6 (Oosterveen et al., 2012; Peterson
et al., 2012). The Gli binding affinity of the GBSs affects the expression of these genes.
Increasing the Gli binding affinities leads to the dorsal expansion of ventral-most cell markers
such as Foxa2 but limits the expression range of more dorsal markers such as Nkx6.2 and Dbx1
(Oosterveen et al., 2012; Peterson et al., 2012). The different effects from the Gli binding affinity
changes can be explained by the fact that different progenitor markers are regulated by different
Gli inputs. The expression of the lateral markers, Olig2, Nkx6.1 and Nkx6.2, is mostly regulated
by Gli3 repressors; the expression of the ventral-most markers, Foxa2 and Nkx2.2, requires
higher level of Shh signaling and is induced by the Gli2 activators.
In addition to the regulation by Gli transcription factors, these progenitor marker genes
also regulate each other. A selective inhibitory effect is prominent, since many of them are
transcriptional repressors (Muhr et al., 2001). First, Class I genes and their paired Class II genes
can inhibit each other. For example, Pax6 mutants show dorsal expansion of Nkx2.2, indicating
that Pax6 inhibits the expression of Nkx2.2. Nkx2.2 mutants develop motor neurons that are
mediated by Pax6 expression, and the Nkx2.2-expressing cells exclude Pax6 expression. The
cross inhibition between Pax6 and Nkx2.2 established the p3-pMN boundary (Briscoe et al.,
1999; Ericson et al., 1997). Olig2 and Irx3 also inhibit each other, establishing the boundary
between pMN and p2 domain (Novitch et al., 2001). Second, cross inhibition between Class II
genes is also observed (Novitch et al., 2001; Vallstedt et al., 2001). For instance, the
misexpression of Nkx2.2 almost excludes the expression of Olig2 from the pMN domain,
whereas the absence of Nkx2.2 leads to the ventral expansion of Olig2. These data reveal a
repression of Olig2 expression by Nkx2.2, which defines the ventral boundary of the pMN
domain. On the other hand, Nkx2.2 expression is not affected by the misexpression of Olig2 in
the p3 domain (Briscoe et al., 1999; Novitch et al., 2001). A genomic screening approach
identified the enrichment of highly conserved non-coding DNA region (HCNR) in many genes
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that are expressed in the developing neural tube, including Sox, POU and HD transcriptional
factors (Bailey et al., 2006). The HCNRs work as cis-regulatory modules in neural stem cells. It
was proposed that the spinal cord development is positively regulated by the universallyexpressed Sox genes and negatively regulated by the spatially-organized HD transcription factors
(Bailey et al., 2006).
It is worth noting that these transcription factors can also positively regulate each other.
For example, Nkx2.2 expression is required for the floor plate formation in addition to its role in
determining the p3 fate (Lek et al., 2010). Also, Olig2 expression requires the Nkx6 proteins,
Nkx6.1 and Nkx6.2 (Novitch et al., 2001; Vallstedt et al., 2001). In conclusion, the cross
interaction between these genes is important for establishing the sharp boundaries between
distinct progenitor domains.
In the current view, the input from the Shh signaling and Gli transcription factors initiates
the expression of the progenitor marker genes and the early spinal cord patterning, and the cross
interaction between the HD and bHLH neural markers is then responsible for directing the neural
tube to a timely and spatially organized pattern.

CILIA-DEPENDENT HEDGEHOG SIGNALING IN MAMMALS
A big difference between the mammalian Hh signaling and the fly Hh signaling is that
the former requires the primary cilium, a solitary cell surface organelle. Genetic data strongly
suggests a critical role of cilia in transducing the Hh signal; at the same time, cell biology
experiments observed the cilliary localization of many Hh components. However, it still remains
elusive how the ciliary localization of the Hh components contributes to their roles in Hh
signaling and how exactly the cilia are involved in Hh signaling.
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The primary cilia
The primary cilium, an ancient structure similar to flagellum, is present on the surface of
almost every vertebrate cell (Rohatgi and Snell, 2011). The primary cilium is a signaling center,
sensing and responding to extracellular signals. The primary cilium is disassembled during
mitosis and assembled in quiescent or interphase stage. For the primary cilia assembly, the
mother centriole docks to the apical cell surface and becomes the basal body, a microtubule
organization center with 9 microtubule triplets forming a cylinder (Rohatgi and Snell, 2011). At
the same time, membrane vesicles are recruited to the basal body for ciliary membrane
biogenesis. The basal body nucleates microtubule polymerization and promotes the formation of
axoneme (Sasai and Briscoe, 2012). The axoneme, a core structure of the cilia with a 9+0
configuration, is composed of nine peripheral microtubule doublets, surrounded by the ciliary
membrane. The building of axoneme requires intraflagellar transport (IFT) machinery, initially
found in the flagella of the green alga Chlamydomonas, which is responsible for transporting
proteins along the axoneme. The IFT system includes IFTA complex and the cytoplasmic dynein
family for retrograde transport (cilia tip to cilia base), as well as IFTB complex and the kinesin-2
motor for anterograde transport (cilia base to cilia tip) (Sasai and Briscoe, 2012; Fig. 1-3).
By far about 800 ciliary proteins have been identified (Ishikawa et al., 2012). How these
proteins are trafficked into the cilia remains elusive. Two mechanisms have been proposed for the
ciliary trafficking of membrane proteins (Rohatgi and Snell, 2011). One involves the protein
movement directly from the Golgi to the cilia base in vesicles; the other is that the membrane
proteins can move laterally from the cell membrane to the ciliary membrane. In both cases, the
proteins need to cross a ciliary gate or barrier at the cilia base, which acts to select and sort
proteins for ciliary transportation.
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*Adapted from Ye, unpublished

Figure 1-3. The primary cilium structure
The primary cilium contains 3 major components: the basal body, axoneme and the
ciliary membrane. Within the cilium, there is an intraflagellar transport (IFT) machinery
responsible for transporting cargoes into the cilia (anterograde transport) and out of the cilia
(retrograde transport). The anterograde transport is mediated by IFTB complex and kinesin2
motor whereas the retrograde transport is regulated by IFTA complex and dynein motor. At the
base of the cilia, there is a ciliary gate or barrier that selectively transports proteins into the cilia.
The transition fiber, septin ring complex, the ciliary pocket, the ciliary necklace as well as the
transition zone adjacent to them all contribute to the ciliary gate, regulating the ciliary protein
trafficking.
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One major component of the ciliary gate/barrier is the transition zone (Fig. 1-3). There are several
protein complexes localized at the transition zone, responsible for ciliogenesis as well as
selectively loading ciliary proteins to the IFT cargoes (Nozawa et al., 2013). Close to the
transition zone, there are two distinct membrane structures that also contribute to the ciliary
gate/barrier. One is the ciliary necklace, characterized by Y-shaped links; the other is a deep
invagination enclosing the primary cilia, referred as the ciliary pocket, which together with the
ciliary necklace separates the ciliary membrane from the plasma membrane and controls the
protein trafficking through it (Rohatgi and Snell, 2011; Fig. 1-3). Transition fibers, the most distal
part of the basal body, link to the base of the ciliary membrane and limit the vesicle transport,
serving as another component of the ciliary gate/barrier (Reiter et al., 2012; Fig. 1-3). Transition
fibers also appear to function as a docking site for IFT cargoes (Reiter et al., 2012). The Septin
ring, formed by the Septin family of guanosine triphosphatases (GTPases) (Hu et al., 2010; Fig.
1-3), as well as nucleoporins, a nuclear pore-like structure (Kee et al., 2012), also contribute to
the ciliary gate/barrier at the cilia base. In addition, the BBSome, containing seven conserved
Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS) proteins, acts as a coat complex to sort and transport membrane
proteins to the cilia membrane (Jin et al., 2010). The ciliary gate/barrier together with the protein
network localized in or around it establishes a distinct environment in the cilia from the
cytoplasm, which is likely required for the regulation of complicated signaling pathways inside
the cilia.

Genetic evidence linking cilia to Hh signaling
In a screening for early patterning defects in mice, IFT proteins such as IFT88, IFT172
and the IFT motor protein Kif3a were identified to be involved in Hh signaling regulation and
early embryonic development (Huangfu et al., 2003). These mutants show the loss of cilia and
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exhibit ventral spinal cord defects similar to those induced by Hh signaling defects, suggesting a
role of cilia in Hh signal transduction. More genetic analyses indicated that the above IFT
proteins and cilia regulate Hh signaling downstream of Ptch1 and Smo but upstream of the Gli
proteins (Huangfu et al., 2003). Further characterization of the above IFT mutants or IFT motor
mutants that lack cilia, show the simultaneous loss of Gli activator and repressor activities
(Haycraft et al., 2005; Huangfu and Anderson, 2005; Liu et al., 2005; May et al., 2005). For
example, IFT88 null mutants show loss of floor plate and V3 interneurons, indicating the loss of
Gli activators (Huangfu et al., 2003). A hypomorphic mutant of IFT88 gene allowed the
examination of limb patterning and show polydactyly in all four limbs, suggesting the loss of
Gli3 repressor, which plays an important role in the limb patterning. Consistent with the loss of
Gli3 repressor activity, biochemistry data revealed that the processing efficiency of Gli3 was
greatly reduced in IFT88 null mutants (Liu et al., 2005).
Since the above IFT88 and IFT172 proteins, subunits of IFTB complex, together with the
motor protein Kif3a are involved in anterograde transport, I speculated that the disrupted
anterograde transport fails to deliver proteins for cilia assembly thus resulting in the loss of cilia
phenotype, which then leads to the Hh signaling defects in the spinal cord. Interestingly, the
disruption of retrograde transport does not eliminate the cilia, but shows cilia with abnormal
morphology and affects the output of Hh signaling. For example, the loss of IFT122 or IFT139,
subunit of IFTA complex, leads to short and swollen cilia and dorsal expansion of the floor plate
and V3 interneurons, as well as dorsally restricted motor neurons, indicative of ectopicallyactivated Hh signaling in the spinal cord. However, mutations in the retrograde motor subunit
gene DYNC2H1 lead to decreased Hh signaling in the spinal cord with the loss of FP and V3
interneurons as well as the ventral expansion of motor neurons to the ventral midline (Huangfu
and Anderson, 2005; May et al., 2005). Therefore, the IFTA proteins and the retrograde motor
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that are involved in the retrograde transport seem to have differential and complex roles in
regulating Hh signaling.
The characterization of IFT25 mutants makes the roles of IFT proteins more complicated
(Keady et al., 2012). Unlike other IFT mutants, IFT25 mutants show normal cilia. However, the
floor plate cells are reduced with a ventral expansion of motor neurons in IFT25 mutants,
suggesting a decreased level of Hh signaling in the spinal cord. This reveals a role of this protein
in Hh signal transduction independent of ciliogenesis.
To conclude, Hh signaling disruption in the absence of cilia shows that the cilium is
required for both the Gli activator and repressor activities. The roles of IFT proteins in the Hh
pathway are complicated: some are involved in ciliogenesis, indirectly regulating the Hh signal
transduction; some have a direct role in Hh signaling without affecting ciliogenesis; others may
have acquired the above two roles.

Many key components of Hh signaling localize in the cilia
The Hh receptor Ptch1 localizes to the cilia in the absence of Hh, and Hh can decrease the
ciliary accumulation of Ptch1 and promote the accumulation of Smo in the cilia (Corbit et al.,
2005; Rohatgi et al., 2007; Fig. 1-4A). Smo translocates to the cilia through lateral transport from
the cell membrane to the ciliary membrane (Milenkovic et al., 2009). Smo ciliary accumulation is
required for its activation (Corbit et al., 2005). On the other hand, this ciliary localization itself is
not sufficient for Smo activation. For example, the Smo antagonist cyclopamine induces
constitutive ciliary localization of Smo without pathway activation (Rohatgi et al., 2008; Wilson
et al., 2009b). These data also suggest that a low-level Smo may cycle through cilia independent
of the Hh signal. More recently, it was shown that the Smo ciliary accumulation in response to
Hh fostered the interaction of Smo with a ciliary protein Evc2 in the EvC zone, a distinct ciliary
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compartment immediately above the transition zone (Dorn et al., 2013). The formation of the
Smo-Evc2 complex is critical for downstream pathway activation, and the disruption of this
complex blocks the accumulation of Gli proteins and Sufu at the cilia tips (Dorn et al., 2013). It is
worth noting that the role of Evc2 is tissue-specific indicating that not all Smo signaling in
different tissues is regulated by Evc2 (Ruiz-Perez and Goodship, 2009).
All three Gli proteins are localized at the cilia tips (Haycraft et al., 2005), and Hh signal
promotes the accumulation of Gli2 and Gli3 at the cilia tips (Kim et al., 2009; Wen et al., 2010;
Fig. 1-4B). A conserved region immediately C-terminal to the zinc-finger DNA binding domain
in all three Gli proteins has been shown to be critical for their ciliary localization (Zeng et al.,
2010), but the biological roles of the Gli protein ciliary localization have not been characterized.
Similar to Gli proteins, Sufu is localized to the cilia tips and Hh enriches this localization
(Haycraft et al., 2005; Fig. 1-4B). The ciliary localization of Sufu is dependent on Gli proteins
and is lost in Gli2;Gli3 double mutant MEFs, whereas the overexpression of ciliary Gli proteins
rescues Sufu ciliary localization (Zeng et al., 2010). The Sufu function of repressing Gli activator
activities is independent of cilia because Sufu;Ift88 and Sufu;Kif3a double mutants resemble Sufu
mutants and show highly-activated Hh signaling (Chen et al., 2009; Jia et al., 2009). The
dissociation between Sufu and Gli2/3 proteins, a key event for the pathway activation, is
dependent on cilia and inhibited by PKA (Humke et al., 2010b; Tukachinsky et al., 2010; Fig. 14B). These data suggest that the function of cilia is at least partially to antagonize the inhibitory
effect of Sufu on Gli proteins.
PKA localizes to the base of the cilia (Barzi et al., 2010; Tuson et al., 2011; Fig. 1-4A
and B) and stays adjacent to the proteasome (Fabunmi et al., 2000). PKA mutant mice show
highly-activated Hh signaling, similar to Ptch1 and Sufu mutants, suggesting an essential negative
role of PKA in the Hh pathway (Tuson et al., 2011).
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Adapted from Ye and Liu, 2011 (Ye and Liu, 2011)

Figure 1-4 Cilia-dependent Hedgehog (Hh) signaling in mammals
(A) In the absence of Hh, Ptch1 goes into the cilia, inhibiting the ciliary accumulation of Smo. At
the same time, the activated PKA inhibits the ciliary enrichment of Gli2/3 and Gli2/3 is under the
inhibition of both Kif7 and Sufu. Gli2/3 are further phosphorylated by PKA/CKI/ GSK3β and
processed into repressors that inhibit the target genes. (B) In the presence of Hh, Ptch1 is
inhibited not localizing to the cilia whereas Smo is activated and accumulated in the cilia. In
response to Hh, PKA is inactivated, and the Gli2/3-Sufu complex and kif7 are enriched at the
cilia tips. Furthermore, Gli2/3 proteins dissociate from their inhibitor Sufu and go to the nucleus
to activate the downstream genes.
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Although PKA mutants show significantly decreased Gli3 processing efficiency, the highlyactivated Hh signaling is mainly dependent on the Gli2 activators. Unlike Sufu, the negative role
of PKA in the Hh pathway depends on the cilia because the removal of cilia from PKA mutants
abolishes the ectopic activation of Hh signaling (Tuson et al., 2011). In the absence of PKA, Gli2
is constitutively enriched at the cilia tips whereas Smo ciliary localization is unaffected (Tuson et
al., 2011). Previous experiments showed that forskolin (FSK) treatment, which increases the
cellular cAMP levels to activate PKA, blocked the ciliary localization of Gli proteins and Sufu
(Tukachinsky et al., 2010; Wen et al., 2010). However, FSK disrupts Gli2 ciliary localization in
PKA-null cells, indicating that the FSK effect on Gli2 ciliary localization is independent of PKA
(Tuson et al., 2011). On the other hand, FSK induces the accumulation of Smo at the cilia base
only in the presence of PKA (Tuson et al., 2011). Therefore, PKA underlies the FSK-induced
Smo translocation, although PKA is dispensable for Smo ciliary transportation under normal
conditions. Gpr161, a G-protein-coupled receptor localized in the cilia and a negative regulator of
the Hh pathway, can increase cAMP levels and Gli3 processing, providing another piece of
evidence linking PKA, cilia and Hh signaling together (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2013).
Similar to Gli proteins and Sufu, Kif7 is constitutively localized to the cilia tips and Hh
signal induces its enrichment at the cilia tips (Endoh-yamagami et al., 2009; Liem et al., 2009).
The motor domain of Kif7 is important for its localization at cilia tips; a mutant form of Kif7 with
the motor domain disrupted can only be detected in the ciliary transition zone and exhibit similar
phenotypes as a null allele (He et al., 2014; Liem et al., 2009). The function of Kif7 is dependent
on cilia because the removal of cilia from Kif7 mutants abolishes the ectopic activation of Hh
signaling and shows decreased level of Hh activity reminiscent of that of cilia mutants (Liem et
al., 2009). Whether and how Kif7 is involved in trafficking other Hh components such as Gli and
Sufu proteins remains controversial. Kif7 mutant MEFs were shown to have reduced ciliary
localization of Gli3 (Endoh-yamagami et al., 2009). However, another study showed that Kif7
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excluded the Sufu-Gli complexes from the cilia in chondrocytes (Hsu et al., 2011). Interestingly,
a recent report suggested that Kif7 was not directly involved in trafficking the components of Hh
pathway, but is essential for the organization of a cilia tip compartment (He et al., 2014)
IFT proteins are involved in trafficking the components of Hh pathway in addition to
their roles in cilia assembly. IFT122 mutants show increased levels of Gli2 and Gli3 at the cilia
tips as well as the loss of ciliary localization of TULP3, an antagonist of the pathway (Qin et al.,
2011). At the same time, the ciliary localization of Smo and Sufu is not affected by the loss of
IFT122 (Qin et al., 2011). In DYNC2H1 mutants, the levels of Ptch1, Smo and Gli2 in the cilia
increased (Huangfu and Anderson, 2005; May et al., 2005). In IFT25 mutants, the accumulation
of Gli2 at cilia tips was blocked, whereas the export of Ptch1 and Smo out of the cilia was
disrupted (Keady et al., 2012). The differential roles of IFT proteins in trafficking different
proteins of the Hh pathway may explain the complex outputs of Hh signaling in various IFT
mutants.
Although many key components of Hh pathway are found in the cilia, for most of them, it
is not clear how they are transported to the cilia, and why they need to go to cilia. It is important
to dissect the relationship between their ciliary localization and their function, which will allow
better understanding of Hh signal transduction in the cilia.
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INTRODUCTION
Sonic hedgehog (Shh), one of the Hedgehog (Hh) family of secreted signaling molecules,
plays a key role in the generation of diverse neural progenitor cells along the dorsoventral (D/V)
axis of the vertebrate spinal cord (Dessaud et al., 2008). Shh is initially produced by cells of the
notochord, a mesodermal rod underlying the spinal cord, and induces cells at the ventral midline
of the spinal cord to form the floor plate. The floor plate subsequently becomes an additional
source of Shh. Shh from both the notochord and floor plate forms a ventral-to-dorsal gradient and
regulates the formation of V3 interneurons, motor neurons, V2 and V1 interneurons. The
specification and locations of these neurons and their progenitors are defined by the concentration
of Shh. Specifically, V3 interneurons require higher Shh activity and are located right next to the
floor plate, whereas motor neurons, V2 and V1 interneurons are defined at progressively lower
Shh concentrations and are located in more lateral parts of the ventral spinal cord.
Shh elicits transcriptional responses in the spinal cord cells through a family of zincfinger domain-containing transcription factors, the Glioma-associated oncogene family (Gli1,
Gli2 and Gli3) (Matise and Joyner, 1999). In the absence of Shh, both Gli2 and Gli3 can be
proteolytically processed into transcriptional repressors (Pan et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2000). Shh
inhibits the processing of Gli2 and Gli3 and turns them into transcriptional activators. The
processing of Gli2 is inefficient in vivo, hence it mainly exists as a transcriptional activator and is
required for the formation of the floor plate and most V3 interneurons in the spinal cord (Ding et
al., 1998; Matise et al., 1998; Pan et al., 2006). In contrast, Gli3 is efficiently processed into a
transcriptional repressor, and loss of Gli3 does not affect patterning of the ventral spinal cord, but
leads to a minor dorsal expansion of the cells near the D/V boundary (Persson et al., 2002; Wang
et al., 2000). Interestingly, Gli2;Gli3 double mutants exhibit more severe ventral spinal cord
patterning defects than Gli2 single mutants, suggesting redundant activator functions between
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Gli2 and Gli3 (Bai et al., 2004; Lei et al., 2004). Gli1 appears to be an obligate activator, but
because its expression is dependent on Shh, Gli1 only plays a secondary role in enhancing Shh
pathway activity in the ventral spinal cord after its initial activation by Gli2 and Gli3 (Bai et al.,
2002; Park et al., 2000).
In mammals, one of the important negative regulators of Hh signaling and Gli activities is
Suppressor of Fused (Sufu). Ablation of Sufu in mouse embryos leads to widespread activation of
the Hh pathway (Cooper et al., 2005; Svard et al., 2006). Specifically, in the Sufu mutant spinal
cord, ventral cell types such as the floor plate, V3 interneurons and motor neurons are greatly
expanded dorsally at the expense of more dorsal cell types. Sufu physically associates with all
three mammalian Gli proteins and inhibits Gli-mediated Hh pathway activation at least partially
through sequestering full-length Gli proteins in the cytoplasm (Ding et al., 1999; Kogerman et al.,
1999; Pearse et al., 1999; Stone et al., 1999). Both Sufu and Gli proteins are localized to the tips
of the primary cilia, and it appears that Sufu traffics to the cilia in a Gli-dependent process
(Haycraft et al., 2005; Tukachinsky et al., 2010; Zeng et al., 2010). Whether Sufu is dissociated
from Gli proteins in the presence of Shh is not clear. One study reported sustained association
between Sufu and Gli proteins (Chen et al., 2009). However, more recent studies suggest that
activated Gli proteins are no longer associated with Sufu (Humke et al., 2010; Tukachinsky et al.,
2010).
Paradoxically, despite the maximal activation of Hh signaling in Sufu mutants, the levels
of Gli2 and Gli3 proteins decrease drastically in the absence of Sufu (Chen et al., 2009; Jia et al.,
2009). This decrease in Gli2 and Gli3 protein levels appears to be the result of proteasomal
degradation of these two proteins mediated by Spop/Cul3-containing ubiquitin ligase complex;
and reducing Spop in Sufu mutant cells restores the levels of Gli2 and Gli3 proteins (Chen et al.,
2009; Zhang et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2006). Two hypotheses have been proposed to interpret the
apparent contradiction between Hh pathway activation and decrease in Gli2 and Gli3 protein
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levels in Sufu mutant embryos. One hypothesis is that the short-lived activator forms of Gli2 and
Gli3, produced in the presence of Shh or in the absence of Sufu, directly activates the Hh pathway
(Humke et al., 2010; Tukachinsky et al., 2010). The second hypothesis posits that the decrease in
Gli2 and Gli3 proteins reduces the overall Gli repressor activity, de-repressing the expression of
Gli1 that activates Hh pathway in Sufu mutant embryos (Chen et al., 2009). These alternative
explanations of the roles of Sufu in Hh signal transduction and mammalian spinal cord patterning
have not been experimentally addressed.
In the current study, we address the roles of the three Gli family members in Hh pathway
activation and spinal cord patterning in the absence of Sufu through a series of genetic analyses.
We show that all three Gli proteins contribute to the ectopic activation of the Hh pathway and cell
fate change in the Sufu mutant spinal cord. Interestingly, Gli1 and Gli2, but not Gli3, are required
for the maximal activation of Hh signaling and the formation of the floor plate and V3
interneurons in the absence of Sufu. We further show that the activator activities of Gli2 and Gli3
are essential for Hh pathway activation in Sufu mutants because removing Sufu in the absence of
Gli2 and Gli3, as in Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutants, fails to activate Hh signaling and ventralize the
spinal cord. Significantly, by reducing overall Gli activator activities, as in Gli1;Sufu and
Gli23ki;Sufu embryos, we reveal a positive role of Sufu in the maximal activation of Hh signaling.
Finally, by lowering the overall Gli activator activity, we showed a repressive role of Gli3 in Hh
signaling and the D/V patterning of the Sufu mutant spinal cord. Our data suggest that Sufu plays
a negative role in Hh pathway activation and ventral spinal cord patterning both by direct
inhibition of Gli2 and Gli3 activator activities and by maintaining the proper level of Gli
repressors. In addition, Sufu plays a positive role in the maximal activation of Hh signaling, likely
through its role in protecting Gli2 and Gli3 proteins from degradation.
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RESULTS

The maximal activation of Hh pathway in Sufu mutants requires Gli1

Recent studies indicated that Gli2 and Gli3, but not Gli1, are subject to Spop/Cul3 mediated degradation in the absence of Sufu (Chen et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009). Therefore, it
was hypothesized that ectopic Gli1 expression, possibly as a result of decreased Gli repressor
activity, underlies the widespread Hh pathway activation in Sufu mutants (Chen et al., 2009). An
in vitro reporter assay suggested that Gli1 is required for the maximal activation of Hh target gene
expression in the absence of Sufu. To address the contribution of Gli1 to Hh pathway activation in
vivo, we characterized Gli1;Sufu double mutants. Consistent with previous reports (Bai et al.,
2002; Park et al., 2000), there is no visible morphological difference between wild type (Fig. 21A) and Gli1 homozygous mutants (Fig. 2-1B) at embryonic day (E) 10.5. Sufu mutants exhibit
severe exencephaly, spina bifida, twisted body axis and underdevelopment of structures posterior
to the forelimbs (Fig. 2-1C). Significantly, Gli1;Sufu double homozygous mutant embryos exhibit
similar degree of exencephaly and spina bifida as Sufu homozygous mutants, but show more
advanced posterior development and straight body axis, suggesting that loss of Gli1 may partially
suppress the Hh pathway defects in Sufu mutants (Fig. 2-1D).
To analyze Hh pathway activity in greater detail, we compared the D/V patterning of the
Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal cord with that of Sufu single mutants. Previous studies suggested
that there are subtle differences in the patterning mechanisms between the anterior (thoracic) and
posterior (lumbar) spinal cord (e.g. Motoyama et al., 2003). For both accuracy and completeness,
throughout this study we examined the D/V patterning of the spinal cords at both axial levels.
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Fig. 1. The ﬂoor plate and V3 interneurons fail to form in Gli1;Sufu double mutant embryos. (A–D) Lateral views of E10.5 wild type (A), Gli1 mutant (B), Sufu mutant (C), and Gli1;
Sufu double mutant (D) embryos. Green arrowheads in C and D point to exencephaly and red arrowheads point to spina biﬁda. (E–X) Immunoﬂuorescent images of the transverse
sections of E10.5 spinal cords at the thoracic level. Dashed lines outline the spinal cords. Brackets indicate the domains of expression. (E) Foxa2 labels the ﬂoor plate in the wild type
spinal cord. (F) Floor plate formation is not affected by loss of Gli1. (G) Foxa2 is found throughout the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (H) Foxa2 is absent in Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal
cord. (I) Nkx2.2 is found in V3 interneurons and their progenitors next to the ﬂoor plate in the wild type spinal cord. (J) V3 interneuron formation is normal in Gli1 mutants. (K)
Nkx2.2+ cells are throughout the spinal cord. (L) Nkx2.2 is absent in the Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (M) Olig2 labels the progenitors for motor neurons, which are dorsal to
V3 interneurons. (N) The motor neuron formation is normal in Gli1 mutants. (O) The motor neuron domain is shifted to the dorsal region of the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (P) Olig2+
domain is expanded both dorsally and ventrally in the Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (Q) Nkx6.1 labels progenitors for most ventral spinal cord cells including V2, V3 interneurons, motor neurons and ﬂoor plate. (R) Nkx6.1 domain is normal in the Gli1 mutant spinal cord. (S and T) Nkx6.1 expression is found in all but the dorsal-most cells in the Sufu
mutant (S) and Gli1;Sufu double mutant (T) spinal cord. (U) Pax6 labels progenitor cells for most spinal cord neurons except for the ventral-most V3 interneurons and the ﬂoor
plate. (V) Pax6 domain is normal in Gli1 mutants. (W) Pax6 expression is restricted to a few dorsal-most cells in the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (X) Pax6+ cells are restricted dorsally
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Figure 2-1. The floor plate and V3 interneurons fail to form in Gli1;Sufu double mutant
embryos
(A-D) Lateral views of E10.5 wild type (A), Gli1 mutant (B), Sufu mutant (C), and
Gli1;Sufu double mutant (D) embryos. Green arrowheads in C and D point to exencephaly and
red arrowheads point to spina bifida. (E-X) Immunofluorescent images of the transverse sections
of E10.5 spinal cords at the thoracic level. Dashed lines outline the spinal cords. Brackets indicate
the domains of expression. (E) Foxa2 labels the floor plate in the wild type spinal cord. (F) Floor
plate formation is not affected by loss of Gli1. (G) Foxa2 is found throughout the Sufu mutant
spinal cord. (H) Foxa2 is absent in Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (I) Nkx2.2 is found in
V3 interneurons and their progenitors next to the floor plate in the wild type spinal cord. (J) V3
interneuron formation is normal in Gli1 mutants. (K) Nkx2.2+ cells are throughout the spinal
cord. (L) Nkx2.2 is absent in the Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (M) Olig2 labels the
progenitors for motor neurons, which are dorsal to V3 interneurons. (N) The motor neuron
formation is normal in Gli1 mutants. (O) The motor neuron domain is shifted to the dorsal region
of the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (P) Olig2+ domain is expanded both dorsally and ventrally in the
Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (Q) Nkx6.1 labels progenitors for most ventral spinal cord
cells including V2, V3 interneurons, motor neurons and floor plate. (R) Nkx6.1 domain is normal
in the Gli1 mutant spinal cord. (S and T) Nkx6.1 expression is found in all but the dorsal-most
cells in the Sufu mutant (S) and Gli1;Sufu double mutant (T) spinal cord. (U) Pax6 labels
progenitor cells for most spinal cord neurons except for the ventral-most V3 interneurons and the
floor plate. (V) Pax6 domain is normal in Gli1 mutants. (W) Pax6 expression is restricted to a few
dorsal-most cells in the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (X) Pax6+ cells are restricted dorsally in the
Gli1;Sufu

double

mutant

spinal

cord.

The results from the anterior spinal cords are shown in Figures 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 2-5, 2-6, 2-7, and
those from the posterior spinal cords are shown in Figures A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4, A-6 and A-7
under the Appendix.
At E10.5, region-specific expression of a series of homeobox and basic helix-loop-helix
transcription factor genes in the spinal cord progenitor domain defines the progenitors for various
neuronal cell types (Dessaud et al., 2008). In the anterior spinal cord, Foxa2 is expressed in the
floor plate cells at the ventral midline of the spinal cord (Fig. 2-1E). Nkx2.2 labels progenitors for
V3 interneurons immediately dorsal to the floor plate (Fig. 2-1I). Olig2-expressing progenitor
cells give rise to motor neurons next to V3 interneurons (Fig. 2-1M). Nkx6.1 is expressed in
progenitors for most ventral spinal cord cells including the floor plate, V3 interneurons, motor
neurons and V2 interneurons (Fig. 2-1Q). Pax6 is present in all spinal cord progenitor cells except
for the ventral-most ones that give rise to V3 interneurons and the floor plate (Fig. 2-1U). Shh
activates the expression of Foxa2, Nkx2.2 and Nkx6.1, and represses the expression of Pax6 in the
ventral spinal cord (Dessaud et al., 2008). Olig2 expression appears to be dependent on low levels
of Shh but is inhibited by the highest level of Hh pathway activation.
Consistent with our morphological analysis and previous reports, all the spinal cord
progenitor cell types we examined are generated in their normal locations in Gli1 homozygous
mutants (Fig. 2-1 F, J, N, R and V) (Bai et al., 2002; Park et al., 2000). In contrast, the Sufu
mutant spinal cord is severely ventralized, with floor plate (Foxa2+; Nkx6.1+) and V3
interneurons (Nkx2.2+; Nkx6.1+) expanded into the dorsal region of the spinal cord (Fig. 2-1G, K
and S). The domain of motor neurons (Olig2+) is shifted to the dorsal-lateral region of the spinal
cord (Fig. 2-1O), supporting the idea of a dorsally expanded Hh pathway activity gradient. It also
indicates that some D/V positional information still exists in the Sufu mutant spinal cord.
Consistently, Pax6 expression is also restricted to the dorsal-most part of the spinal cord in Sufu
mutants (Fig. 2-1W).
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In all Gli1;Sufu double mutant embryos examined, the dorsal boundaries of the
expression domains of Olig2 (n=46 sections from 6 embryos) and Nkx6.1 (n=14 sections from 2
embryos) are shifted dorsally compared to those in wild type and Gli1 mutant littermates (Fig. 21P and T), suggesting a widespread Hh pathway activation. Pax6 expression is also more dorsally
restricted in Gli1;Sufu double mutants than in wild type spinal cords (Fig. 2-1X; n=11 sections
from 2 embryos). As Gli1 activity is eliminated in these embryos, these results suggest that
ectopic activation of Gli1 is not solely responsible for the ectopic activation of Hh signaling and
ventralization of the spinal cord in Sufu mutants.
Interestingly, despite the widespread Hh pathway activation and dorsal expansion of
ventral cell types such as motor neurons and possibly V2 interneurons, cell types that require the
maximal activation of the Hh pathway, such as the floor plate and V3 interneurons, are greatly
reduced or fail to form in the Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal cord (Fig. 2-1H and L and data not
shown; a total of 3 embryos were examined, among which 5 sections showed greatly reduced
floor plate whereas 19 sections showed no floor plate. As to V3 interneurons, we found no V3
interneurons in 10 sections and greatly reduced number of V3 interneurons in 15 sections).
Consistent with the idea that Hh signaling is not maximally activated, the expression of Olig2 is
no longer excluded from the ventral-most region of the spinal cord in Gli1;Sufu double mutants
(Fig. 2-1P; n=46 sections from 6 embryos). From these observations we conclude that Gli1 is
required for the maximal activation of the Hh pathway, but not for the low-to-intermediate levels
of Hh signaling in Sufu mutants.
D/V patterning of the posterior (lumbar level) spinal cords in Gli1, Sufu mutants and
Gli1;Sufu double mutants is similar to that of the anterior spinal cord, except that the loss of floor
plate and V3 interneurons was found in all sections examined (Fig. A-1; n=28 sections for floor
plate and n=26 sections for V3 interneurons from 3 embryos). In addition, the posterior part of
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neural tube fails to close in Sufu mutants and Gli1;Sufu double mutants (Fig. 2-1C, D and Fig. A1).

Maximal Hh pathway activation in Sufu mutants requires the activator function of Gli2

The dorsal expansion of the Olig2 and Nkx6.1 expression domains in the Gli1;Sufu
double mutant spinal cord suggests that the other two Gli family members may contribute to the
ectopic activation of the Hh pathway in Sufu mutants. To address the roles of Gli2 and Gli3 in Hh
pathway activation and spinal cord ventralization in Sufu mutants, we generated Gli2;Sufu and
Gli3;Sufu double mutants, as well as Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutants. We first characterized
Gli2;Sufu double mutants. Morphologically, Gli2 homozygous mutants exhibit variable mild
defects ranging from a slightly tighter mesencephalic flexure to midbrain exencephaly at E9.5
(Fig. 2-2A, B and data not shown). The Gli2;Sufu double homozygous mutant embryos are of
normal size and exhibit less severe defects in craniofacial and posterior development than Sufu
single mutants, suggesting that loss of Gli2 partially suppresses the Sufu mutant phenotype (Fig.
2-2C and D). However, Gli2;Sufu double mutants exhibit more frequent and more severe
exencephaly than Gli2 single mutants, suggesting that Gli2 activation does not account for all
ectopic Hh pathway activation in Sufu mutants.
To better understand the roles of Gli2 in Hh pathway activation and spinal cord
patterning in the absence of Sufu, we examined the D/V patterning of the spinal cords in
Gli2;Sufu double mutants. In the Gli2 homozygous mutant spinal cords, the floor plate and most
V3 interneurons are missing and the domain of motor neurons is expanded ventrally (Fig. 2-2F, J
and N). More dorsal regions of the spinal cords are not affected by the loss of Gli2 (Fig. 2-2R and
V).
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(thoracic) and posterior (lumbar) spinal cord (e.g. Motoyama et al.,
2003). For both accuracy and completeness, throughout this study
we examined the D/V patterning of the spinal cords at both axial

levels. The results from the anterior spinal cords are shown in
Figs. 1–3 and 5–7, and those from the posterior spinal cords are
shown in Supplemental Figs. 1–4, 6 and 7.
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Fig. 2. The ﬂoor plate and V3 interneurons fail to form in Gli2;Sufu double mutant embryos. (A–D) Lateral views of E9.5 wild type (A), Gli2 mutant (B), Sufu mutant (C), and Gli2;Sufu
double mutant (D) embryos. (E–X) Immunoﬂuorescent images of the transverse sections of E10.5 spinal cords at the thoracic level. Dashed lines outline the spinal cords. Brackets
indicate the domains of expression. (E) Foxa2 labels the ﬂoor plate. (F) The ﬂoor plate is absent in the Gli2 mutant spinal cord. (G) Foxa2 is found throughout the spinal cord in Sufu
mutants. (H) Foxa2 is absent in the Gli2;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (I) Nkx2.2 labels V3 interneurons and their progenitors. (J) A reduced number of V3 interneurons are
present in the ventral midline of the Gli2 mutant spinal cord. (K) The Nkx2.2 domain is dorsally expanded in the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (L) Nkx2.2+ cells are absent or greatly
reduced in the Gli2;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (M) Olig2 labels the progenitors for motor neurons. (N) The motor neuron domain is ventrally expanded in Gli2 mutants.
(O) The motor neuron domain is dorsally shifted in the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (P) The motor neuron domain is expanded both dorsally and ventrally in Gli2;Sufu double mutant
spinal cord. (Q) Nkx6.1 labels most ventral progenitor cells including those for V2, V3 interneurons, motor neurons and the ﬂoor plate. (R) Nkx6.1 expression is normal in Gli2
mutant spinal cord. (S and T) Nkx6.1 expression is expanded into the dorsal regions of the Sufu mutant (S) and Gli2;Sufu double mutant (T) spinal cord. (U) Pax6 labels most
progenitor cells except for the ventral-most V3 interneurons and the ﬂoor plate. (V) Pax6 expression is normal in Gli2 mutants. (W and X) Pax6 expression is restricted to the dorsal
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Figure 2-2. The floor plate and V3 interneurons fail to form in Gli2;Sufu double mutant
embryos
(A-D) Lateral views of E9.5 wild type (A), Gli2 mutant (B), Sufu mutant (C), and
Gli2;Sufu double mutant (D) embryos. (E-X) Immunofluorescent images of the transverse
sections of E10.5 spinal cords at the thoracic level. Dashed lines outline the spinal cords. Brackets
indicate the domains of expression. (E) Foxa2 labels the floor plate. (F) The floor plate is absent
in the Gli2 mutant spinal cord. (G) Foxa2 is found throughout the spinal cord in Sufu mutants. (H)
Foxa2 is absent in the Gli2;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (I) Nkx2.2 labels V3 interneurons and
their progenitors. (J) A reduced number of V3 interneurons are present in the ventral midline of
the Gli2 mutant spinal cord. (K) The Nkx2.2 domain is dorsally expanded in the Sufu mutant
spinal cord. (L) Nkx2.2+ cells are absent or greatly reduced in the Gli2;Sufu double mutant spinal
cord. (M) Olig2 labels the progenitors for motor neurons. (N) The motor neuron domain is
ventrally expanded in Gli2 mutants. (O) The motor neuron domain is dorsally shifted in the Sufu
mutant spinal cord. (P) The motor neuron domain is expanded both dorsally and ventrally in
Gli2;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (Q) Nkx6.1 labels most ventral progenitor cells including
those for V2, V3 interneurons, motor neurons and the floor plate. (R) Nkx6.1 expression is
normal in Gli2 mutant spinal cord. (S and T) Nkx6.1 expression is expanded into the dorsal
regions of the Sufu mutant (S) and Gli2;Sufu double mutant (T) spinal cord. (U) Pax6 labels most
progenitor cells except for the ventral-most V3 interneurons and the floor plate. (V) Pax6
expression is normal in Gli2 mutants. (W and X) Pax6 expression is restricted to the dorsal
regions of the Sufu mutant (W) and Gli2;Sufu double mutant (X) spinal cord.
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Interestingly, the floor plate and V3 interneurons, two cell types requiring the highest levels of
Hh signaling, fail to form or greatly reduced in Gli2;Sufu double mutants, suggesting that Gli2
activator activity is critical for maximal activation of the Hh pathway in the absence of Sufu (Fig.
2-2H and L; among 4 embryos examined, floor plate is absent in 24 sections, and present in
reduced numbers in 6 sections; V3 interneurons are absent in 16 sections and greatly reduced in
15 sections). Consistently, motor neurons are present in the ventral-most region of the spinal
cord, indicating a lack of repression from high levels of Hh activities (Fig. 2-2P; n=30 sections
from 4 embryos). On the other hand, lower levels of Hh signaling activities are present and
ectopically activated in Gli2;Sufu double mutant spinal cord, because motor neurons (Olig2+ and
Nkx6.1+) are still expanded dorsally (Fig. 2-2P and T; for Olig2+ cells, n=30 sections from 4
embryos; for Nkx6.1+ cells, n=19 sections from 3 embryos), and the expression domain of Pax6
is more dorsally restricted compared to wild type (Fig. 2-2X; n=16 sections from 2 embryos).
These data suggest that the activator function of Gli2 is also responsible for the activation of high
levels of Hh signaling in Sufu mutants, but is not required for the ectopic activation of lower
levels of Hh signaling.
The same requirement for Gli2 in the maximal activation, but not lower level activation,
of Hh signaling is also revealed in the posterior regions of the spinal cord (Fig. A-2).

Removing Gli3 does not change spinal cord patterning in Sufu mutants

Some previous studies suggested that in addition to strong repressor activity, Gli3 also
exhibits activator activity in certain contexts (Bai et al., 2004; Lei et al., 2004; Motoyama et al.,
2003).
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At E10.5, region-speciﬁc expression of a series of homeobox and
basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor genes in the spinal cord
progenitor domain deﬁnes the progenitors for various neuronal cell
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types (Dessaud et al., 2008). In the anterior spinal cord, Foxa2 is
expressed in the ﬂoor plate cells at the ventral midline of the spina
cord (Fig. 1E). Nkx2.2 labels progenitors for
61 V3 interneurons

Fig. 3. Gli3 is not required for the activation of Hh signaling and the ventralization of the spinal cord in the absence of Sufu. (A–D) Lateral views of E9.5 wild type (A), Gli3 mutan
(B), Sufu mutant (C), and Gli3;Sufu double mutant (D) embryos. (E–X) Immunoﬂuorescent images of the transverse sections of E10.5 spinal cords at the thoracic level. Dashed lines
outline the spinal cords. Brackets indicate the domains of expression. (E) Foxa2 labels the ﬂoor plate. (F) Floor plate formation is not affected by loss of Gli3. (G) Foxa2 domain is
dorsally expanded in the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (H) Foxa2 domain is dorsally expanded in the Gli3;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (I) Nkx2.2 is found in V3 interneurons and
their progenitors. (J) The Nkx2.2 domain is normal in Gli3 mutants. (K and L) The Nkx2.2 domain is dorsally expanded in the Sufu mutant (K) and Gli3;Sufu double mutant (L) spina
cord. (M) Olig2 labels the progenitors for motor neurons. (N) The motor neuron formation is normal in Gli3 mutants. (O and P) The motor neuron domain is shifted to the dorsa
regions of the Sufu mutant (O) and Gli3;Sufu double mutant (P) spinal cord. (Q) Nkx6.1 labels progenitors for most ventral spinal cord cells including V2, V3 interneurons, motor
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Figure 2-3. Gli3 is not required for the activation of Hh signaling and the ventralization of
the spinal cord in the absence of Sufu
(A-D) Lateral views of E9.5 wild type (A), Gli3 mutant (B), Sufu mutant (C), and
Gli3;Sufu double mutant (D) embryos. (E-X) Immunofluorescent images of the transverse
sections of E10.5 spinal cords at the thoracic level. Dashed lines outline the spinal cords. Brackets
indicate the domains of expression. (E) Foxa2 labels the floor plate. (F) Floor plate formation is
not affected by loss of Gli3. (G) Foxa2 domain is dorsally expanded in the Sufu mutant spinal
cord. (H) Foxa2 domain is dorsally expanded in the Gli3;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (I)
Nkx2.2 is found in V3 interneurons and their progenitors. (J) The Nkx2.2 domain is normal in
Gli3 mutants. (K and L) The Nkx2.2 domain is dorsally expanded in the Sufu mutant (K) and
Gli3;Sufu double mutant (L) spinal cord. (M) Olig2 labels the progenitors for motor neurons. (N)
The motor neuron formation is normal in Gli3 mutants. (O and P) The motor neuron domain is
shifted to the dorsal regions of the Sufu mutant (O) and Gli3;Sufu double mutant (P) spinal cord.
(Q) Nkx6.1 labels progenitors for most ventral spinal cord cells including V2, V3 interneurons,
motor neurons and the floor plate. (R) Nkx6.1 expression is normal in the Gli3 mutant spinal
cord. (S) Nkx6.1 expression is expanded to the entire Sufu mutant spinal cord. (T) Nkx6.1
expression is present in all but the dorsal-most cells of the Gli3;Sufu double mutant spinal cord.
(U) Pax6 labels most progenitor cells except for the ventral-most V3 interneurons and the floor
plate. (V) Pax6 is normal in Gli3 mutants. (W) Pax6 expression is restricted to a few dorsal-most
cells in the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (X) Pax6 is present in the dorsal-most cells of the Gli3;Sufu
double mutant spinal cord.
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We therefore addressed the possibility that Gli3 activator activity contributes to the Hh pathway
activation in Sufu mutants. We first investigated whether Gli3 is required for Hh pathway
activation in the absence of Sufu by characterizing Gli3;Sufu double mutants. At E9.5, Gli3
mutants exhibit frequent exencephaly in the midbrain and anterior hindbrain, but are otherwise
similar to their wild type littermates morphologically (Fig. 2-3A and B). Gli3;Sufu double mutant
embryos exhibit severe exencephaly, spina bifida, a twisted body and underdevelopment of the
posterior part of the body, similar to Sufu single mutants (Fig. 2-3C and D). The failure to
suppress the Sufu mutant phenotype by removing Gli3 suggests that Hh pathway activation does
not require Gli3 in the absence of Sufu.
To investigate whether a subtle difference exists between Sufu mutants and Gli3;Sufu
double mutants, we compared spinal cord D/V patterning in these two mutants. The formation of
the floor plate, V2, V3 interneurons and motor neurons are not affected by loss of Gli3 alone (Fig.
2-3F, J, N, R and V). In the Gli3;Sufu double mutant spinal cord, the floor plate and V3
interneurons are dorsally expanded to the same degree as in Sufu mutants (Fig. 2-3G, H, K and L;
n=14 sections from 2 Gli3;Sufu embryos for both Foxa2 and Nkx2.2). Motor neurons are also
shifted to a dorsal domain in both Gli3;Sufu double mutants and Sufu mutants (Fig. 2-3O and P;
n=14 sections from 2 Gli3;Sufu double mutant embryos for Olig2). The dorsal expansion of the
Nkx6.1 domain and restriction of the Pax6 domain are also similar in Gli3;Sufu double mutants
and Sufu single mutants (Fig. 2-3S, T, W and X; n=14 sections from 2 Gli3;Sufu mutant embryos
for Pax6 and Nkx6.1). The same observation was made in the posterior spinal cord (Fig. A-3).
The lack of impact on the morphology and spinal cord patterning by removing Gli3 in the Sufu
mutant embryos suggests that the Hh pathway activation in Sufu mutants does not require Gli3
when the other two Gli proteins are present.
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The expression of Gli1 and Ptch1 responds to the loss of various Gli genes in the absence of
Sufu

The expression of Gli1 and Ptch1 has been widely used as indicators of Hh pathway
activation in both in vivo and in vitro studies. We thus examined the expression of these two
genes in the wild type and various mutant spinal cords at E9.5. In the wild type spinal cord, both
Gli1 and Ptch1 are expressed in a ventral to dorsal gradient (Fig. 2-4A and B). Notably, the
expression of both genes is excluded from the ventral-most region of the spinal cord, which is
consistent with a recent study suggesting that the expression of Gli1 and Ptch1 is down regulated
in the floor plate in response to high concentration of Shh (Ribes et al., 2010). In Sufu mutants,
Gli1 and Ptch1 expression are restricted to the dorsal parts of the spinal cord, consistent with the
dorsal expansion of the floor plate (Fig. 2-4C and D; n=15 sections from 2 embryos for Gli1; n=9
sections from 2 embryos for Ptch1). Interestingly, this dorsal shift of the Gli1 and Ptch1
expression domains was also observed in Ptch1 mutant spinal cord, which exhibits widespread
Hh pathway activation (Motoyama et al., 2003). The removal of Gli3 does not have an obvious
effect on Gli1 and Ptch1 expression as the Gli3;Sufu double mutant spinal cord has similar
dorsally restricted Gli1 and Ptch1 expression to that in Sufu single mutants (Fig. 2-4E and F; n=9
sections from 2 embryos for Gli1 and n=7 sections from 2 embryos for Ptch1).
Because the Gli1 transcript is absent in Gli1;Sufu double homozygous mutants, we took
advantage of the lacZ reporter gene that was inserted into the first coding exon of Gli1 and
exhibits the same expression pattern as that of Gli1 (Bai et al., 2002). We found that Gli1-lacZ is
expressed throughout the D/V axis of the Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal cord (Fig. 2-4G; n= 11
sections from 2 embryos). Similarly, Ptch1 expression is also found in the entire spinal cord (Fig.
2-4H; n=15 sections from 3 embryos).

(Fig. 1M). Nkx6.1 is expressed in progenitors for most ventral spinal
cord cells including the ﬂoor plate, V3 interneurons, motor neurons
and V2 interneurons (Fig. 1Q). Pax6 is present in all spinal cord progenitor cells except for the ventral-most ones that give rise to V3 interneurons and the ﬂoor plate (Fig. 1U). Shh activates the expression
of Foxa2, Nkx2.2 and Nkx6.1, and represses the expression of Pax6 in

Fig. 4. The roles of Sufu and Gli proteins in the regulation of Gli1 and Ptch1 expression
in the developing spinal cords. (A, B) Both Gli1 and Ptch1 are expressed in a ventral-todorsal gradient in the ventral spinal cord but their expression is excluded from the
ventral-most cells of the spinal cord. (C, D) The expression domains of Gli1 and Ptch1
are shifted to the dorsal region of the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (E, F) The expression
of both Gli1 and Ptch1 are dorsally restricted in the Gli3;Sufu double mutant spinal
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Figure 2-4. The roles of Sufu and Gli proteins in the regulation of Gli1 and Ptch1 expression
in the developing spinal cords

(A, B) Both Gli1 and Ptch1 are expressed in a ventral-to-dorsal gradient in the ventral
spinal cord but their expression is excluded from the ventral-most cells of the spinal cord. (C, D)
The expression domains of Gli1 and Ptch1 are shifted to the dorsal region of the Sufu mutant
spinal cord. (E, F) The expression of both Gli1 and Ptch1 are dorsally restricted in the Gli3;Sufu
double mutant spinal cords. (G, H) Both Gli1 (indicated by a Gli1-lacZ reporter) and Ptch1 are
expressed throughout the spinal cords in Gli1;Sufu double mutants. (I, J) Both Gli1 and Ptch1 are
expressed in the entire spinal cord, but the expression is much stronger ventrally. The sample
shown in G is a transverse section of an E9.5 embryo at the spinal cord level with Xgal staining.
Other samples shown are transverse sections of E9.5 embryos at the spinal cord level processed
for RNA in situ hybridization. While dashed lines outline the spinal cords and the brackets
indicate the domains of gene expression in the spinal cords.
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The ectopic Gli1 and Ptch1 expression in the dorsal spinal cord is consistent with the dorsal
expansion of the Olig2 and Nkx6.1 expression domains and confirms the ectopic Hh pathway
activation in Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. The expression of Gli1 and Ptch1 in the
ventral-most region of the spinal cord is consistent with the loss of floor plate and suggests the
lack of maximal Hh pathway activation in the Gli1;Sufu double mutants.
Similar to that in Gli1;Sufu double mutants, the expression of both Gli1 and Ptch1 is
present in the ventral part of the Gli2;Sufu double mutant spinal cord, suggesting that the Hh
pathway activation may not be high enough to inhibit Gli1 and Ptch1 expression and define the
floor plate (Fig. 2-4I and J; n=8 sections from 2 embryos for Gli1; n=17 sections from 2 embryos
for Ptch1). However, the expression of both genes in the dorsal-most regions of the spinal cord is
down regulated in Gli2;Sufu double mutants, which suggests that the absence of Gli2 has a more
significant impact on Hh pathway activation than that of Gli1 in Sufu mutant spinal cord.

Gli2 and Gli3 activator activities underlie ectopic Hh pathway activation in Sufu mutants

Our double mutant analyses thus far did not identify a single Gli family member that is
required for the ectopic activation of lower levels of Hh signaling and dorsal expansion of the
motor neurons, although Gli1 and Gli2 are essential for the maximal activation of Hh signaling.
This could be interpreted as functional redundancy in the activator activities of the three Gli
family members. To address this possibility, we characterized Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutants. Both
Gli2;Gli3 double mutants and Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutants exhibit midbrain to anterior
hindbrain exencephaly at E10.5 (Fig. 2-5B and C). Interestingly, in both mutants the floors of the
midbrain are elevated (see insets in Fig. 2-5B and C).
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Fig. 5. Hh pathway is not activated in Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutants. (A–C) Lateral views
of E10.5 wild type (A), Gli2;Gli3 double mutant (B) and Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutant (C)
embryos. Insets in B and C show the front views of the brains. Arrowheads point to the
elevated ﬂoor of the midbrain. (D–R) Immunoﬂuorescent images of the transverse sections of E10.5 spinal cords at the thoracic level. Dashed lines outline the spinal cords.
Brackets indicate the domains of expression. (D) Foxa2 labels the ﬂoor plate. (E) The
ﬂoor plate is absent in Gli2;Gli3 double mutants. (F) Foxa2 is absent in Gli2;Gli3;Sufu tri-
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Figure 2-5. Hh pathway is not activated in Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutants.
(A-C) Lateral views of E10.5 wild type (A), Gli2;Gli3 double mutant (B) and
Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutant (C) embryos. Insets in B and C show the front views of the brains.
Arrowheads point to the elevated floor of the midbrain. (D-R) Immunofluorescent images of the
transverse sections of E10.5 spinal cords at the thoracic level. Dashed lines outline the spinal
cords. Brackets indicate the domains of expression. (D) Foxa2 labels the floor plate. (E) The floor
plate is absent in Gli2;Gli3 double mutants. (F) Foxa2 is absent in Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutants.
(G) Nkx2.2 labels V3 interneurons and their progenitors. (H) Nkx2.2 expression is absent in the
Gli2;Gli3 double mutant spinal cord. (I) Nkx2.2 expression is absent in the Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple
mutant spinal cord at the thoracic level. (J) Olig2 labels the progenitors for motor neurons. (K and
L) The motor neuron domain is expanded ventrally in the Gli2;Gli3 double mutant (K) and
Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutant (L) spinal cord.

(M) Nkx6.1 labels progenitors for V2, V3

interneurons, motor neurons and the floor plate. (N and O) Nkx6.1 expression is normal in the
Gli2;Gli3 double mutant (N) and Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutant (O) spinal cord. (P) Pax6 labels
most progenitor cells except for the ventral-most V3 interneurons and the floor plate. (Q and R)
Pax6 expression is expanded ventrally in the Gli2;Gli3 double mutant (Q) and Gli2;Gli3;Sufu
triple mutant (R) spinal cord.
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In the anterior part of the Gli2;Gli3 double homozygous mutant spinal cords, the floor plate and
V3 interneurons do not form, likely due to lack of Gli activator activities (Fig. 2-5E and H).
Motor neuron progenitors (Olig2+ and Pax6+) consequently expand to the ventral midline (Fig. 25K and Q). The patterning of the more dorsal regions of the spinal cord appears to be normal, as
the dorsal boundaries of Olig2 and Nkx6.1 expression domains are not altered in Gli2;Gli3
double mutants (Fig. 2-5K and N). In characterizing the spinal cord D/V patterning in
Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple homozygous mutants, the most striking finding is the lack of ectopic Hh
signaling. The floor plate is absent (Fig. 2-5F; n= 15 sections from 3 embryos). The V3
interneurons are absent (Fig. 2-5I; n=8 sections from one embryo) or greatly reduced (data not
shown; n=7 sections from one embryo). The motor neurons are restricted to the ventral-most
region of the spinal cords (Fig. 2-5L; n=19 sections from 2 embryos). Nkx6.1 is also restricted to
its normal domain (Fig. 2-5O; n=12 sections from 2 embryos). Pax6 expression is found
throughout the spinal cord, similar to that in Gli2;Gli3 double mutants (Fig. 2-5R; n=12 sections
from 2 embryos).
Similar expression patterns for these genes were seen in the posterior spinal cords, except
that no V3 interneuron was present in any Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutant sections (n=12 sections
from 2 embryos) (Fig. A-4).
In summary, our triple mutant analysis suggests that the ectopic activation of Hh
signaling and ventralization of the spinal cord in Sufu mutants require redundant activator
activities of Gli2 and Gli3.
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Evidence for a positive role of Sufu in Hh pathway activation

One interesting observation we have made is the loss of the floor plate and V3
interneurons in the Gli1;Sufu double mutant, but not in the Gli1 single mutant spinal cord (Fig. 21 and Fig. A-1). Because these ventral-most spinal cord cell types require the highest exposure to
Shh, this observation suggests that maximal activation of the Hh pathway in the absence of Gli1
requires a positive function of Sufu (Dessaud et al., 2008). This positive function of Sufu has
been predicted based on the observation that Sufu protects Gli2 and Gli3 from Spop-mediated
degradation (Chen et al., 2009). Therefore, it is possible that the activator activities of Gli2 and
Gli3 are sufficient to support maximal activation of the Hh pathway without Gli1. However,
when Sufu is absent, the diminishing levels of Gli2 and Gli3 proteins may not be enough for the
development of cell types requiring the maximal activation of the Hh pathway. Indeed, our
Western blot analysis indicates that the levels of full-length (Gli3-190) and total (the full-length
protein plus processed N-terminal product) Gli3 proteins are drastically lower in Sufu mutant and
Gli1;Sufu double mutant embryos than those in wild type and Gli1 mutant embryos (Fig. A-5).
To further address the positive role of Sufu, we took advantage of a Gli23ki knock-in
strain, in which the Gli2 coding region is replaced with that of Gli3. A previous study showed
that when being expressed from the Gli2 locus, Gli3 can partially rescue the Gli2 mutant
phenotype, suggesting that Gli3 possesses an activator activity weaker than that of Gli2 (Bai et
al., 2004). As reported, the Gli23ki homozygous mutant embryos look indistinguishable from their
wild type littermates (Fig. 2-6A and B). However, the Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant embryos are
drastically different from Sufu mutants: the double mutants are of normal size, with welldeveloped trunk and tail region, as well as exencephaly similar to Gli2;Gli3 double mutants (Fig.
2-6C and D).
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Fig. 6. Sufu plays a positive role in Hh signaling during mouse spinal cord dorsoventral patterning. (A–D) Lateral views of E10.5 wild type (A), Gli23ki homozygous mutant (B), Sufu
mutant (C) and Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant (D) embryos. Inset in D shows the front view of the brain. (E–V) Immunoﬂuorescent images of the transverse sections of E10.5 spinal
cords at the thoracic level. Dashed lines outline the spinal cords. Brackets indicate the domains of expression. (E) Foxa2 labels the ﬂoor plate. (F) A few Foxa2+ cells are present in
the Gli23ki mutant spinal cord. (G) Foxa2 is absent in the Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (H) Shh protein is found on the surface of the cells in the ﬂoor plate. (I) A few Shh+
cells are present in the Gli23ki mutant spinal cord. (J) Shh is absent in the Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (K) Nkx2.2 is found in V3 interneurons and their progenitors. (L) A
few V3 interneurons are present in Gli23ki mutants. (M) Nkx2.2+ cells are absent in the Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (N) Isl1 labels differentiated motor neurons. (O) In
the anterior Gli23ki mutant spinal cord, Isl1 domain is expanded ventrally but is still excluded from the ventral midline. (P) In Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant spinal cord, Isl1 expression
is no longer excluded from ventral midline. Its expression is also expanded dorsally. (Q) Nkx6.1 labels most ventral cells including V2, V3 interneurons, motor neurons and the ﬂoor
plate. (R and S) Nkx6.1 expression is normal in Gli23ki mutant (R) and Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant (S) spinal cords. (T) Pax6 labels most progenitor cells except for the ventral-most
V3 interneurons and ﬂoor plate. (U) Pax6 domain is normal in Gli23ki mutant spinal cord. (V) The domain of strong Pax6 expression in Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant spinal cord is
slightly more dorsally restricted than wild type, but a few cells in the ventral region show weak Pax6 expression.

the ventral spinal cord (Dessaud et al., 2008). Olig2 expression
appears to be dependent on low levels of Shh but is inhibited by the
highest level of Hh pathway activation.
Consistent with our morphological analysis and previous reports,
all the spinal cord progenitor cell types we examined are generated
in their normal locations in Gli1 homozygous mutants (Fig. 1F, J, N,
R and V) (Bai et al., 2002; Park et al., 2000). In contrast, the Sufu
mutant spinal cord is severely ventralized, with ﬂoor plate (Foxa2 +;
Nkx6.1 +) and V3 interneurons (Nkx2.2 +; Nkx6.1 +) expanded into
the dorsal region of the spinal cord (Fig. 1G, K and S). The domain
of motor neurons (Olig2 +) is shifted to the dorsal–lateral region of
the spinal cord (Fig. 1O), supporting the idea of a dorsally expanded
Hh pathway activity gradient. It also indicates that some D/V positional information still exists in the Sufu mutant spinal cord. Consistently, Pax6 expression is also restricted to the dorsal-most part of
the spinal cord in Sufu mutants (Fig. 1W).
In all Gli1;Sufu double mutant embryos examined, the dorsal
boundaries of the expression domains of Olig2 (n = 46 sections from

6 embryos) and Nkx6.1 (n = 14 sections from 2 embryos) are shifted
dorsally compared to those in wild type and Gli1 mutant littermates
(Fig. 1P and T), suggesting a widespread Hh pathway activation.
Pax6 expression is also more dorsally restricted in Gli1;Sufu double
mutants than in wild type spinal cords (Fig. 1X; n = 11 sections
from 2 embryos). As Gli1 activity is eliminated in these embryos,
these results suggest that ectopic activation of Gli1 is not solely responsible for the ectopic activation of Hh signaling and ventralization
of the spinal cord in Sufu mutants.
Interestingly, despite the widespread Hh pathway activation and
dorsal expansion of ventral cell types such as motor neurons and possibly V2 interneurons, cell types that require the maximal activation
of the Hh pathway, such as the ﬂoor plate and V3 interneurons, are
greatly reduced or fail to form in the Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal
cord (Fig. 1H and L and data not shown; a total of 3 embryos were examined, among which 5 sections showed greatly reduced ﬂoor plate
whereas 19 sections showed no ﬂoor plate. As to V3 interneurons,
we found no V3 interneurons in 10 sections and greatly reduced
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Figure 2-6. Sufu plays a positive role in Hh signaling during mouse spinal cord dorsoventral
patterning
(A-D) Lateral views of E10.5 wild type (A), Gli23ki homozygous mutant (B), Sufu mutant
(C) and Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant (D) embryos. Inset in D shows the front view of the brain. (EV) Immunofluorescent images of the transverse sections of E10.5 spinal cords at the thoracic
level. Dashed lines outline the spinal cords. Brackets indicate the domains of expression. (E)
Foxa2 labels the floor plate. (F) A few Foxa2+ cells are present in the Gli23ki mutant spinal cord.
(G) Foxa2 is absent in the Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (H) Shh protein is found on the
surface of the cells in the floor plate. (I) A few Shh+ cells are present in the Gli23ki mutant spinal
cord. (J) Shh is absent in the Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (K) Nkx2.2 is found in V3
interneurons and their progenitors. (L) A few V3 interneurons are present in Gli23ki mutants. (M)
Nkx2.2+ cells are absent in the Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (N) Isl1 labels
differentiated motor neurons. (O) In the anterior Gli23ki mutant spinal cord, Isl1 domain is
expanded ventrally but is still excluded from the ventral midline. (P) In Gli23ki;Sufu double
mutant spinal cord, Isl1 expression is no longer excluded from ventral midline. Its expression is
also expanded dorsally. (Q) Nkx6.1 labels most ventral cells including V2, V3 interneurons,
motor neurons and the floor plate. (R and S) Nkx6.1 expression is normal in Gli23ki mutant (R)
and Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant (S) spinal cords. (T) Pax6 labels most progenitor cells except for
the ventral-most V3 interneurons and floor plate. (U) Pax6 domain is normal in Gli23ki mutant
spinal cord. (V) The domain of strong Pax6 expression in Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant spinal cord
is slightly more dorsally restricted than wild type, but a few cells in the ventral region show weak
Pax6 expression.
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This suggests that Hh pathway activities are significantly dampened in these embryos. In the
spinal cord, many V3 interneurons and a small number of floor plate cells are present in Gli23ki/3ki
homozygous mutants (Fig. 2-6F, I and L) (Bai et al., 2004). In addition, unlike Gli2 null mutants,
Isl1-expressing motor neurons are excluded from the ventral midline in the anterior Gli23ki mutant
spinal cord, suggesting that the activator activities of Gli3 can partially compensate for Gli2 in
mediating Hh signaling (Fig. 2-6O). However, the number of floor plate cells is greatly reduced,
and V3 interneurons are abnormally located to the ventral midline in Gli23ki mutants, suggesting
that the activator activity of Gli3 is not as strong as that of Gli2. The more dorsal regions of the
spinal cords are not significantly altered (Fig. 2-6R and U).
Interestingly, both the floor plate (n=10 sections from 2 embryos) and V3 interneurons
(n=6 sections from 2 embryos) are absent in Gli23ki;Sufu double mutants, concomitant with an
expansion of motor neurons to the ventral midline of the spinal cord (n=10 sections from 2
embryos) (Fig. 2-6G, J, M and P). The more dorsal parts of the spinal cords are normally
patterned in Gli23ki;Sufu double mutants (Fig. 2-6S and V; n=16 for Nkx6.1 and n=10 for Pax6
from 2 embryos). The loss of floor plate and V3 interneurons was also seen in the posterior spinal
cords of Gli23ki;Sufu double mutants (Fig. A-6). The complete loss of the floor plate and V3
interneurons in Gli23ki;Sufu double mutants but not in Gli23ki single mutants provides additional
support for the hypothesis that Sufu plays a positive role in Hh signaling.

Replacing Gli2 with Gli3 dampens ectopic Hh signaling in the absence of Sufu

In the Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant spinal cords, the motor neurons are not only expanded
ventrally, but also expanded dorsally (Fig. 2-6P), indicating that the weak activator function of
Gli3 can mediate low levels of Hh pathway activation in the absence of Sufu. However, a careful
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comparison with the Gli2;Sufu double mutant spinal cords reveals less Hh pathway activation in
the Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant spinal cords. First, the dorsal expansion of the motor neuron
domain is less dramatic in Gli23ki;Sufu double mutants (Fig. 2-6P; n=10 sections from 2 embryos,
compared to Fig. 2-2P). Second, the dorsal boundary of Nkx6.1 expression is almost completely
restored in the anterior Gli23ki;Sufu mutant spinal cord (Fig. 2-6S; n=16 sections from 2
embryos). The expression of Pax6 is also restored, albeit a little more dorsally restricted than
normal, especially in the posterior region (Fig. 2-6V; n=10 sections from 2 embryos, Fig. A-6).
The most parsimonious explanation for this more efficient rescue of the ectopic Hh pathway
activation defects in the Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant spinal cord than that of Gli2;Sufu double
mutants is that an increase in Gli3 repressor dosage dampens Hh pathway activity, emphasizing a
role of Gli repressors in modulating Hh signaling and spinal cord D/V patterning in the context of
Sufu mutants.

The roles of Gli3 repressor activity revealed on a sensitized Gli2+/-;Sufu-/- background

Our analyses of the double and triple homozygous mutants between Sufu and various Gli
genes clearly indicate essential roles of the activator activities of Gli proteins in mediating both
the maximal activation of Hh signaling in the ventral spinal cord and the ectopic activation of the
Hh pathway in the dorsal spinal cord. However, we have not seen a major difference between
Gli3;Sufu and Sufu mutants, which appears to argue against an essential role of (the reduction in)
Gli repressors in Hh pathway activation in Sufu mutants. Alternatively, the Gli activator activities
in Sufu mutants may be too strong for the roles of Gli repressor to be revealed. To sensitize the
genetic background for the investigation of Gli repressor activities, we removed one copy of Gli2
in Sufu mutants.
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type and various mutant spinal cords at E9.5. In the wild type spinal
cord, both Gli1 and Ptch1 are expressed in a ventral to dorsal gradient
(Fig. 4A and B). Notably, the expression of both genes is excluded
from the ventral-most region of the spinal cord, which is consistent
with a recent study suggesting that the expression of Gli1 and Ptch1
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is downregulated in the ﬂoor plate in response to high concentration
of Shh (Ribes et al., 2010). In Sufu mutants, the expression domains of
Gli1 and Ptch1 are restricted to the dorsal parts of the spinal cord, consistent with the dorsal expansion of the ﬂoor plate (Fig. 4C and D;
n = 15 sections from 2 embryos for Gli1; n = 9 sections
76from 2
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Figure 2-7. The effect of Gli3 repressor on D/V patterning of the spinal cord in the absence
of Sufu.
Immunofluorescent images of the transverse sections of E10.5 spinal cords at the
thoracic level. Dashed lines outline the spinal cords. Brackets indicate the domains of expression.
(A) In Gli2+/-;Gli3-/-;Sufu-/- mutants, Pax6 is strongly expressed in the dorsal spinal cord, and
weakly in some more ventrally located cells. (B) In Gli2+/-;Sufu-/- mutants, strong Pax6 expression
is still restricted to the dorsal spinal cord, but it appears that more ventral cells are expressing
Pax6 at low levels. (C) In Gli23ki/+;Sufu-/- mutants, strong Pax6 expression is still restricted to the
dorsal spinal cord, but it appears that more ventral cells are expressing Pax6 at low levels. (D)
Nkx6.1 expression is throughout the Gli2+/-;Gli3-/-;Sufu-/- mutant spinal cord. (E) Nkx6.1
expression is excluded from the dorsal-most part of the Gli2+/-;Sufu-/- mutant spinal cord. (F)
Nkx6.1 expression is excluded from the dorsal-most part of the Gli23ki/+;Sufu-/- mutant spinal
cord. (G) Olig2 is expressed in the dorsal half of the Gli2+/-;Gli3-/-;Sufu-/- mutant spinal cord. (H)
Olig2 expression is excluded from the dorsal-most and ventral-most cells of the Gli2+/-;Sufu-/mutant spinal cord. (I) Olig2 expression is excluded from the dorsal-most and ventral-most cells
of the Gli23ki/+;Sufu-/- mutant spinal cord. (J) Nkx2.2 is expressed in all but the dorsal-most region
of the Gli2+/-;Gli3-/-;Sufu-/- mutant spinal cord. (K) Nkx2.2 expression is restricted to the ventral
half of the Gli2+/-;Sufu-/- mutant spinal cord. (L) In Gli23ki/+;Sufu-/- mutants, strong Nkx2.2
expression is found in the ventral midline of the spinal cord. A few cells weakly expressing
Nkx2.2 are scattered in the ventral half of the spinal cord. (M) In Gli2+/-;Gli3-/-;Sufu-/- mutants,
Foxa2 expression is found throughout the spinal cord. (N) In the Gli2+/-;Sufu-/- mutant spinal cord,
Foxa2 is restricted to the ventral half of the spinal cord. (O) In the Gli23ki/+;Sufu-/- mutant spinal
cord, Foxa2 is only expressed in the floor plate.
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In the anterior spinal cord of these Gli2+/-;Sufu-/- mutants, Pax6 is expressed in the dorsal-most
region, and the expression of Nkx6.1 and Olig2 is found in all but the dorsal-most region (Fig. 27B, E and H; n= 8 sections from 2 embryos for each gene). The domains of Nkx2.2 and Foxa2
expression are expanded dorsally to occupy almost the ventral half of the spinal cord (Fig. 2-7K
and N; n= 8 sections from 2 embryos for each gene). When we removed Gli3 from these mutants
to make Gli2+/-;Gli3-/-;Sufu-/- triple mutants, although Pax6 expression does not appear to change,
cells expressing Nkx6.1 and Olig2 are both found in the dorsal-most region of the spinal cord
(Fig. 2-7A, D and G; n= 8 sections from 2 embryos for each gene). The expression domains of
Nkx2.2 and Foxa2 are also expanded more dorsally than those in Gli2+/-;Sufu-/- mutants (Fig. 2-7J
and M; n= 8 sections from 2 embryos for each gene). More strikingly, Olig2 expression is
repressed in the ventral spinal cord, suggesting a stronger activation of the Hh pathway when Gli3
repressor is removed (Fig. 2-7G; n= 8 sections from 2 embryos). On the other hand, when we
introduce an extra copy of Gli3 into the Gli2 locus to make Gli23ki/+;Sufu-/-, we found that
although the domains of Pax6 and Nkx6.1 expression are not altered, the dorsal expansion of
Olig2 and Nkx2.2 is less severe than that in Gli2+/-;Sufu-/- mutant spinal cord (Fig. 2-7C, F, I and
L; n= 8 sections from 2 embryos for each gene). Strikingly, all ectopic Foxa2 expression is
abolished in the anterior spinal cord of Gli23ki/+;Sufu-/- mutants (Fig. 2-7O; n= 8 sections from 2
embryos). We observed similar, although less obvious, effects of manipulating the levels of Gli3
repressor in the posterior spinal cords of these mutants (Fig. A-7). Therefore, our characterization
of these embryos with reduced Gli activator activities revealed an important contribution of the
Gli repressor activities to the modulation of Hh pathway activation in the absence of Sufu.
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DISCUSSION
In the current study, we address the important question of how Sufu regulates Hh
pathway activation in the mammalian spinal cord through its interaction with the activator and
repressor forms of various Gli proteins. We first show that the activator activities of Gli1 and
Gli2, but not Gli3, are required for the maximal activation of the Hh pathway in the ventral spinal
cord of Sufu mutants. We then show that the ectopic activation of Hh signaling and ventralization
of the dorsal spinal cord in Sufu mutants rely on the redundant activator function of Gli2 and
Gli3. By reducing the overall activator activities of Gli proteins, we show that Sufu serves a
positive function in maximizing Hh pathway activation in spinal cord development. Finally, we
show that Gli repressors have an important role in modulating Hh pathway activation and spinal
cord patterning in Sufu mutants by altering the Gli3 repressor level on a sensitized background.
We conclude that the activation of Gli activators and the reduction of Gli repressor activities
together lead to the activation of the Hh pathway in Sufu mutant embryos. Thus our studies reveal
the specific and redundant functions of the Gli proteins and the action of Sufu in modulating these
activities during early neural patterning.

Sufu inhibits Hh signaling by inhibition of the activator activities of all three Gli proteins

In vivo genetic studies revealed that the Hh pathway is broadly activated in Sufu mutant
embryos (Cooper et al., 2005; Svard et al., 2006). However, the levels of Gli2 and Gli3 proteins,
including the full-length and processed forms, are greatly reduced in the absence of Sufu (Chen et
al., 2009; Jia et al., 2009). How do we reconcile this Hh pathway activation and the reduction of
Gli proteins? One possibility is that in the absence of Sufu, Gli2 and Gli3 are turned into labile
activators that may be sufficient to fully activate Hh signaling by themselves (Humke et al.,
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2010). Alternatively, as recently suggested, the reduction of Gli repressors, especially Gli3
repressor, may lead to deregulation of Gli1, which in turn activates Hh signaling (Chen et al.,
2009).
Our genetic analyses suggest that the activator activities of all three Gli proteins
contribute to Hh pathway activation in Sufu mutants. We determined that both Gli1 and Gli2 play
essential roles in maximal activation of the Hh pathway in Sufu mutants. This is very interesting
because it demonstrates that Sufu regulates high levels of Hh signaling both by directly inhibiting
the activation of Gli2 (and likely Gli3), and by indirectly repressing the expression of Gli1. Gli3
is not essential for Hh pathway activation in Sufu mutants. However, a positive role for Gli3 in
mediating Hh pathway activation in the absence of Sufu was revealed by the following
observations.

First, removing Gli2 in Sufu mutants does not abolish ectopic Hh pathway

activation in the dorsal spinal cord. Although formally both Gli1 and Gli3 could underlie the
ectopic Hh pathway activation in Gli2;Sufu double mutants, the complete loss of ectopic Hh
pathway activation in Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutants suggests that Gli3 is essential for the ectopic
Hh pathway activation in Gli2;Sufu double mutants. In summary, these results indicate that the
activator activities of the three Gli proteins are important for Hh pathway activation and spinal
cord ventralization in Sufu mutants.
The expression of Gli1 and Ptch1 has been widely used as direct readouts of the Hh
pathway historically. However, a recent study showed that although lower level of Hh signaling
activates the expression of these two target genes, the highest levels of exposure to Shh ligand in
the floor plate cells inhibit their expression (Ribes et al., 2010). Based on this observation, our
gene expression analysis showing the dorsal restriction of Gli1 and Ptch1 in Sufu mutant spinal
cords, but not in Gli1;Sufu and Gli2;Sufu double mutant spinal cords, provides further support for
the conclusion that both Gli1 and Gli2 are required for the maximal activation of Hh pathway in
the Sufu mutant spinal cords.
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A role for Gli3 repressor activity in D/V patterning of the Sufu mutant spinal cord

Although our data clearly indicated that direct activation of Gli2 and Gli3 activators is
required for Hh pathway activation, it does not rule out the possibility that a decrease in Gli
repressor levels also contributes to the Hh pathway activation in Sufu mutants. In fact, a recent
study in which endogenous Gli3 is replaced with an obligate repressor form (Gli3D699) partially
restored D/V patterning of the spinal cord in Sufu mutants, suggesting that Hh pathway activation
in Sufu mutants is subject to the repressive effect of Gli3 (Wang et al., 2010). The caveat of that
study is that by replacing Gli3 with an obligate repressor form, it produced more Gli3 repressor
than what is normally present in the cells. In our current study, we utilized both gain- and loss-offunction approaches to investigate the roles of Gli3 repressor in D/V patterning of the Sufu
mutant spinal cords. We found that removing Gli3 from Gli2+/-;Sufu-/- mutants exacerbates the
ventralization of the spinal cord, suggesting that the dorsal expansion of ventral cell types in the
Sufu mutant spinal cord is antagonized by remaining Gli3 repressor. On the other hand, replacing
one copy or both copies of Gli2 with Gli3 restores the spinal cord D/V patterning more efficiently
than simply removing Gli2 in Sufu mutants, consistent with the conclusion that Hh pathway
activation in Sufu mutants is indeed influenced by the level of Gli3 repressor. In summary, we
conclude that Hh pathway activation in Sufu mutants is the combined result of activation of Gli2
and Gli3 activators and a simultaneous down regulation of Gli repressors.
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A positive role of Sufu in Hh signaling

In addition to its role in inhibiting the activator activity of Gli proteins, Sufu protects Gli2
and Gli3 proteins from Spop-mediated proteasomal degradation (Chen et al., 2009; Zhang et al.,
2009; Zhang et al., 2006). It was proposed that by protecting Gli proteins from degradation, Sufu
might play an additional positive role in Hh signaling (Chen et al., 2009). However, no genetic
data suggested that this is the case in vivo. In the current study, we provide two pieces of evidence
arguing that Sufu indeed plays a positive role in maximizing Hh pathway activation. First, we
show that floor plate and V3 interneurons are present in Gli1 mutants but not in Gli1;Sufu double
mutants. Previous reports indicated that the levels of both Gli2 and Gli3 are greatly decreased in
the absence of Sufu (Chen et al., 2009; Jia et al., 2009). We show that the level of Gli3 protein
remains low in Gli1;Sufu double mutants compared to wild type or Gli1 mutants (Fig. A-5).
Although due to technical limitation, we have not been able to measure the level of Gli2 protein
in Gli1;Sufu mutants, we speculate that its level should be lower than that in wild type and Gli1
mutants. Therefore, it is possible that the combined activator activities of Gli2 and Gli3 are not
sufficient to support the development of floor plate and V3 interneurons in Gli1;Sufu double
mutants. Second, we show that floor plate and V3 interneurons, although reduced in number, are
present in Gli23ki homozygous mutants, but are absent in Gli23ki;Sufu double mutants. Again, we
argue that in the absence of Sufu, the level of Gli3 activator in the embryos is not high enough for
the formation of these ventral-most cell types. In summary, our data show that Sufu does play a
positive role in Hh pathway activation by stabilizing Gli2 and Gli3, which can only be revealed
when the overall Gli activator activities are reduced in the embryos.
How does Sufu exert this positive function in Hh signaling? Data in Drosophila and some
studies in mammals indicated that Sufu remains associated with Gli proteins in the presence of
Hh ligands (Chen et al., 2009; Sisson et al., 2006). It is conceivable that Hh pathway activation in
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the presence of Sufu leads to less efficient Gli degradation due to the protective function of Sufu.
However, some recent studies using newly developed antibodies suggested that Hh ligands
activate Gli proteins by inducing the dissociation between endogenous Gli and Sufu (Humke et
al., 2010; Tukachinsky et al., 2010). This model appears to be at odds with our genetic data
showing the positive function of Sufu because it proposes that Sufu no longer directly interacts
with Gli proteins once the Hh pathway is activated. One possible scenario is that in the presence
of Sufu, a pool of inactive Gli proteins are protected by Sufu and can be subsequently activated to
allow continuous maximal activation of Hh signaling. In contrast, the Gli proteins are depleted
quickly (or are not allowed to accumulate) without the protection of Sufu in Sufu mutants,
preventing sustained maximal activation of Hh pathway. This effect becomes apparent when total
Gli activator activities are further reduced, as in our Gli1;Sufu and Gli23ki;Sufu double mutants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics Statement

All animal work conducted in this report is in accordance of national and international
guidelines and was approved by IACUC (#29195 and #29214) at Penn State University.

Mouse Strains

Sufu, Gli1lacKI, Gli2lacKI, Gli23KI, Gli3Ex-J mutant mice were kept on 129S2/SvPasCrl
(Charles River Lab) background. For Sufu mutants, the primers used for genotyping were: P1,
CCCTTTTTGTCAATAGTTCC; P2, TGACAATAGACTCCGCCTCC; P3, CCCTTTTTGTCA-
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ATAGTTCC; P4, GCCTTCTATCGCCTTCTTGAC. For Gli1lacKI mutants, the primers used for
genotyping were: P1, CCAGTTTCTGAGATGAGGGTTAGAGGC; P2, TTGAATGGGGAATACAGGGGCTTAC; P3, GCATCGAGCTGGGTAATAAGCGTTGGCAAT; P4, GACACCAGACCAACTGGTAATGGTAGCGAC. For genotyping Gli2lacKI and Gli23KI mutants, the
primers used were: P1, ATGGAGACTTCTGCCCCAGCCCCTGCACTG; P2. ATAAACCCAGCGTGCCTCCCAGATGACAGG; P3, AGACTGCCTTGGGAAAAGCG; P4, GTCTTGCCTGAATAGACTGTGGGTGAATCC. For genotyping Gli3Ex-J mutants, the primers used were:
P1, GGCCCAAACATCTACCAACACATAG; P2, GTTGGCTGCTGCATGAAGACTGAC; P3,
TACCCCAGCAGGAGACTCAGATTAG; P4, AAACCCGTGGCTCAGGACAAG. Mouse
embryos at specified stages are dissected in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and documented
using a Zeiss Discovery microscope and a QImaging Micropublisher digital camera.

Immunohistochemistry

Embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) at 4°C for 1 hour and processed for
cryosection. The sections were incubated with primary antibodies at 4°C overnight followed by a
2 hour incubation with fluorescently labeled secondary antibodies, and mounted with DABCO
(Sigma-Aldrich). Pictures were taken using a Nikon E600 microscope and a QImaging
Micropublisher Digital Camera.

Xgal histochemistry

Embryos were fixed in 4% PFA at 4°C for 1 hour, washed in PBS three times and
incubated with 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-ß-D-galactopyranoside (Xgal) at 37°C overnight.
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Pictures were taken using a Zeiss Discovery microscope and a QImaging Micropublisher digital
camera.

RNA in situ hybridization

Embryos were fixed in 4% PFA at 4°C overnight, washed in DEPC-treated PBS and
processed for cryosection. First, Digoxigenin-labeled riboprobes against Gli1 and Ptch1
hybridized to the target transcript at 55°C overnight. Subsequently, high stringency washes and
RNase A were used to get rid of the excess probes, then the sections were incubated with alkaline
phosphatase-conjugated anti-Digoxigenin antiboday (Fab fragments from sheep; Roche) at 4°C
overnight; on Day 3, the sections were incubated overnight to several days in BM purple solution
(Roche) supplemented with 0.5mg/ml levamisole in the dark for color reaction (detailed
procedures were documented in Liu et al.,2014). Photos were taken using a Nikon E600
microscope and a QImaging Micropublisher digital camera.

Western blot

E10.5 mouse embryos were dissected in cold PBS. Whole protein lysate was prepared
from individual embryos using ice-cold homogenization buffer (40mM NaCl, 10mM Hepes (pH
7.9), 0.1mM EGTA, 0.5mM DTT, 10% Glycerol, 1% Triton, protease inhibitors). 20 µg of lysate
from each sample was loaded onto 7.5% SDS-PAGE gels for separation and then transferred to
the nitrocellulose membrane. The membrane was then blocked for 1h at room temperature in 5%
nonfat dry milk diluted in PBST (PBS with 0.1% Tween 20). After blocking, anti-Gli3 (1:200; a
gift from Dr. Baolin Wang; originally reported in Wang et al., 2000) and anti-β-tubulin (1:5000;
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Sigma, T4026) antibodies were applied to the membrane and incubated overnight at 4°C. After
the primary antibody incubation, the membrane was washed with PBST and then incubated with
the secondary antibody, goat anti-rabbit and goat anti-mouse HRP (1:5000), at room temperature
for 1h, protected from light. ECL substrate (Amersham) was applied. The result of western blot
was quantitated using NIH ImageJ.
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CHAPTER 3 THE ACTIVATION OF MAMMALIAN Gli2 REQUIRES ITS
CILIARY LOCALIZATION

FOREWORD
This chapter is taken from the manuscript in submission. Liu, J., Zeng, H. and Liu, A.
(2014) The activation of mammalian Gli2 requires its ciliary localization.
This manuscript was written with Dr. Aimin Liu. All experimental data except Figure 1 in
this chapter was generated by me.
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INTRODUCTION

The Hedgehog (Hh) family of secreted proteins mediates numerous inductive events
critical for the proliferation, differentiation and migration of cells in diverse species ranging from
planarian, fruit flies, to vertebrates (Briscoe and Therond, 2013; Ye and Liu, 2011). Studies in the
past decade suggested that Hh signaling in vertebrates requires the primary cilium, a solitary
protrusion on the surface of most somatic cells implicated in a plethora of human genetic diseases
(Goetz and Anderson, 2010; Nozawa et al., 2013). However, the molecular mechanisms
underlying the connection between the cilium and Hh signal transduction remain enigmatic.
The vertebrate Hh family of proteins, including Shh, Ihh and Dhh, interacts with the
Patched (Ptch) receptors, especially Ptch1 (Briscoe and Therond, 2013). This interaction relieves
the inhibition on a G protein-coupled receptor-like protein Smoothened (Smo), and inhibits the
proteolytic processing of zinc-finger transcription factors Gli2 and Gli3 into repressors.
Moreover, high levels of Hh pathway activation convert the full-length Gli2 and Gli3 into labile
activators, possibly through dissociating them from their negative regulator Suppressor of Fused
(Sufu) (Humke et al., 2010; Tukachinsky et al., 2010). A third member of the Gli family, Gli1, is
expressed in response to the initial activation of the Hh pathway, bolstering the levels of pathway
activation to a higher level.
Hh pathway activation coincides with the exit of Ptch1 from, and concomitant entrance of
Smo into, the primary cilium (Corbit et al., 2005; Rohatgi et al., 2007). The ciliary accumulation
of Smo appears to be essential, but not sufficient, for its activation (Corbit et al., 2005; Wang et
al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2009). All mammalian Gli proteins, as well as Sufu, localize to the tip of
the cilium in a coordinated process, which is further enhanced by Hh signaling (Chen et al., 2009;
Haycraft et al., 2005; Wen et al., 2010; Zeng et al., 2010b). Disturbing the cytoplasmic
microtubule network or intraflagellar transport (IFT) has been shown to reduce Gli2 ciliary
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localization and coincidently disrupt Hh signaling (Keady et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2009).
However, since cytoskeleton and IFT affect the localization of numerous other cellular
components, these approaches have not adequately established a connection between Gli2 ciliary
localization and Hh pathway activation.
The molecular mechanisms of Gli activation have been the focus of inquiry in recent
years. cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) is an essential negative regulator of Gli proteins
(Niewiadomski et al., 2014; Tuson et al., 2011). However, the pathway activation in the absence
of PKA is dependent on the cilium, suggesting that additional cilium-dependent mechanisms exist
downstream of PKA inhibition to allow Gli activation (Tuson et al., 2011). In contrast, the
removal of Sufu leads to Gli activation even in the absence of cilium, and the dissociation
between Sufu and Gli proteins appear to be dependent on the cilium (Chen et al., 2009; Humke et
al., 2010; Jia et al., 2009). These results suggest that the release of Gli proteins from Sufu
inhibition in the cilium is a major event in Gli activation.
Here, we report that a Gli2 variant, Gli2∆CLR, fails to localize to the cilium, but retains
intrinsic transcriptional activity and response to Sufu inhibition. To determine whether the ciliary
localization is required for Gli2 activation, we generated a Gli2∆CLRKI mouse strain in which
Gli2∆CLR is transcribed in a similar pattern to endogenous Gli2. We show that Hh signaling is
compromised in Gli2∆CLRKI homozygous and Gli2∆CLRKI/null transheterozygous mutants, and is
further reduced in Gli2∆CLRKI;Gli3 double mutants, suggesting that Gli2∆CLR is not properly
activated in development. Supporting the hypothesis that Gli2 ciliary localization is required for
its activation by the Hh pathway, both in vitro pharmacochemical activation of Smo and in vivo
loss of Ptch1 mutation fail to activate Gli2∆CLR. Finally, we demonstrate that Gli2∆CLR is as
capable as endogenous Gli2 in activating Hh target genes in the absence of Sufu, suggesting that
the lack of its activation in vivo results from a failure in its cilium-dependent release from Sufu
inhibition by Hh signaling.
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RESULTS

Removing mouse Gli2 from the primary cilium without disrupting its intrinsic
transcriptional activity and response to Sufu

One way to specifically test the role of Gli2 ciliary localization in Hh pathway activation
is to determine whether a Gli2 variant that does not localize to the cilium can be activated by Hh
signaling. To accomplish this goal, it is essential to make sure that the intrinsic transcriptional
activity of Gli2 is not disrupted by the mutation that removes the protein from the cilium. The
intrinsic transcriptional activity of Gli2 can be revealed by overexpression because previous
studies indicated that Gli overexpression overrides the inhibitory function of Sufu and activates
Hh-target genes independent of the cilium (Chen et al., 2009; Jia et al., 2009). We have found that
a central region of mouse Gli2 (residues 570 to 967, the Ciliary Localization Region, CLR),
immediately downstream of the zinc finger DNA binding domains, was required for the
localization of Gli2 to the tip of the primary cilium (Fig. 3-1A; Zeng et al., 2010b). Since the
repressor, activator and DNA-binding domains were all intact in Gli2∆CLR, the Gli2 variant
lacking the CLR, we expected Gli2∆CLR to retain intrinsic transcriptional activity. To test this, we
overexpressed GFP-tagged Gli2∆CLR in Shh-L2 cells that stably express a Gli-responsive
luciferase reporter gene (Taipale et al., 2000), and found that GFP-Gli2∆CLR efficiently activated
the reporter gene expression, suggesting that the removal of CLR did not disrupt the intrinsic
activator activity of Gli2 (Fig. 3-1B). In fact, the overexpression of GFP-Gli2∆CLR resulted in
more robust luciferase reporter expression than full-length Gli2 (Fig. 3-1B). The extra activity of
GFP-Gli2∆CLR likely resulted from increased stability because the CLR includes sites that were
required for SCFßTRCP-mediated degradation of Gli2 (Pan et al., 2006).
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Figure 3-1. The non-ciliary Gli2∆CLR retains intrinsic transcriptional activity and response
to Sufu.
(A) Gli2, but not Gli2∆CLR, localizes to the tip of the cilium. Red and green boxes denote
the repressor (R) and activator (A) domains, respectively. ZF: zinc-finger DNA binding domain.
Numbers denote the position of the ciliary localization region (CLR). In the fluorescent images,
green shows the localization of GFP-tagged Gli2 protein. Red shows the cilia labeled with
acetylated a-tubulin. Blue shows the nuclei. Arrowheads point to the tips of the cilia that are
positive for Gli2 but negative for Gli2∆CLR. (B) Both Gli2 and Gli2∆CLR activate the expression of
a Gli-responsive reporter. (C) Sufu inhibits Gli2∆CLR-activated expression of a Gli-responsive
reporter. In B and C, data are represented as mean + SED. * p<0.05; ** p<0.01.
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Figure 3-2. Construction and verification of Gli2∆CLRKIn knock in mice.
(A) In a gene-targeting construct, the coding region of Gli2∆CLR, along with the 3’ UTR of
Gli2, was inserted into the first coding exon of Gli2, along with a floxed neomycin resistance
cassette, a 4 kb 5’ homology arm and a 6kb 3’ homology arm. Through homologous
recombination, Gli2∆CLR and floxed neo cassette was introduced into Gli2 locus to create
Gli2∆CLRKIn allele. Gli2∆CLRKI allele was created by crossing Gli2∆CLRKIn mice with a Cre-expressing
mouse strain. Non-coding exons are denoted as open boxes and coding exons are denoted as filled
boxes. The triangles denote loxP sites. (B) ES cells harboring the predicted mutation were
identified through Southern hybridization using a 5’ external probe. The wild type allele gives
rise to a 10.9 kb product whereas mutant product should be ~ 6.5kb. (C) A secondary Southern
hybridization screen using a 3’ external probe confirms the successful knock in event. This probe
detects a 15.7 kb product in wild type and a 14.4 kb product in Gli2∆CLRKIn mutants after cutting
the genomic DNA with BamHI. (D and E) The heterozygous carrier mice were identified with
PCR reactions using 5’ (D, p1 and p2) and 3’ (E, p3 and p4) primers.
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Indeed, our previous immunoblot analysis showed a higher level of GFP-Gli2∆CLR than full-length
GFP-Gli2 (Zeng et al., 2010b).
Sufu is an essential negative regulator of Gli2 and cilium-dependent release of Gli2 from
Sufu inhibition is a critical event in Hh pathway activation (Chen et al., 2009; Cooper et al., 2005;
Humke et al., 2010; Jia et al., 2009; Svard et al., 2006; Tukachinsky et al., 2010). Consistent with
our previous co-immunoprecipitation analysis that showed physical interaction between Sufu and
Gli2∆CLR (Zeng et al., 2010b), we found that overexpression of Sufu inhibits reporter expression
activated by Gli2∆CLR, suggesting that Gli2∆CLR remains sensitive to Sufu inhibition (Fig. 3-1C).

Replace Gli2 with Gli2∆CLR in vivo through a knock-in approach

As Gli2∆CLR specifically lacks ciliary localization, but not its intrinsic transcriptional
activity and its response to Sufu inhibition, we reasoned that Gli2∆CLR could be used to test the
hypothesis that the ciliary localization of Gli2 was essential for Hh pathway activation. Previous
studies indicated that Gli overexpression overrides the inhibitory function of Sufu and activates
Hh-target genes independent of the cilium (Chen et al., 2009; Jia et al., 2009). Therefore, Gli2∆CLR
needs to be expressed at a near physiological level to address whether the lack of its ciliary
localization affects its activation by Hh signaling. Therefore, we replaced endogenous Gli2 with
Gli2∆CLR in vivo through a gene targeting-based “knock-in” approach in mouse embryonic stem
(ES) cells such that the transcription of Gli2∆CLR is under the native transcriptional cis-regulatory
elements of the Gli2 locus.
In our knock-in DNA construct, part of the first coding exon of Gli2 was replaced with
the coding sequence for Gli2∆CLR followed by the 3’ untranslated region of Gli2 and three copies
of transcriptional termination sequences (Fig. 3-3A and 3-2A).
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Figure 3-3. Replacing the endogenous Gli2 with Gli2∆CLR.
(A) The two knock-in alleles used in this study. In Gli2∆CLRKIn, the open reading frame of
Gli2∆CLR is inserted into the first coding exon of the Gli2, followed with a neomycin expression
cassette flanked with loxP sites. In Gli2∆CLRKI, the Gli2∆CLR open reading frame is followed with a
single loxP site. (B) qRT-PCRs of RNA extracted from E9.5 whole embryos show comparable
transcript levels between wild type and the Gli2∆CLR knock in alleles. (C) Immunoblot analysis on
whole embryo lysates shows a moderate increase in the level of Gli2∆CLR protein compared to
endogenous Gli2. (D) Immunofluorescence analysis of starved mouse embryonic fibroblasts
confirmed that Gli2∆CLR did not localize to the cilium, even in the presence of Smo agonist
(SAG). Nuclei are labeled with DAPI.
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A neomycin-resistance gene expression cassette (neoR) flanked with loxP sites was also inserted
to enable drug selection of the correctly-targeted ES cells. We derived Gli2∆CLRKIn mice from two
independently targeted ES cell clones, and confirmed the predicted integration of the targeting
constructs into the Gli2 locus through Southern hybridization and polymerase chain reaction
(PCR)(Fig. 3-2B-E).
To confirm that the level of Gli2∆CLR transcription in Gli2∆CLRKIn embryos was comparable
to that of endogenous Gli2, we performed quantitative real-time reverse transcriptase PCR
analysis (qRT-PCR) on embryonic day 9.5 (E9.5) embryos. We found that the level of Gli2∆CLR
mRNA in Gli2∆CLRKIn embryos was close to twice as much as that of endogenous Gli2 (Fig. 3-3B).
Consistent with our prediction and our in vitro observation that Gli2∆CLR is more stable than
endogenous Gli2 (Zeng et al., 2010b), immunoblot analysis of Gli2∆CLRKIn embryos showed a ~ 10
fold increase in the level of Gli2∆CLR protein compared to endogenous full-length Gli2 (Fig. 33C). We subsequently removed neoR by breeding Gli2∆CLRKIn mice to a mouse line expressing Cre
recombinase in the germline. The levels of the mRNA and protein for Gli2∆CLR in this new allele,
Gli2∆CLRKI, were similar to those in Gli2∆CLRKIn embryos, suggesting that neoR does not
significantly affect transcription from the adjacent Gli2 promoter (Fig. 3-3B and C).
To make the Gli2∆CLR protein level more comparable to endogneous Gli2, we generated
transheterozygous embryos by breeding Gli2∆CLRKIn or Gli2∆CLRKI heterozygotes to the carriers of a
null allele of Gli2 (Gli2null) (Bai and Joyner, 2001). As expected, in these transheterozygous
embryos, Gli2∆CLR was transcribed at a slightly lower (~ 80%) level than that of endogenous Gli2
in wild type littermates (Fig. 3-3B). Consistently, the level of Gli2∆CLR protein in the
transheterozygotes is ~5 times as much as that of endogenous Gli2 protein in wild type embryos
(Fig. 3-3C).
We next examined the subcellular localization of Gli2∆CLR in Gli2∆CLRKIn homozygous
mutant mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) through immunofluorescence. Using a Gli2-specific
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antibody, we found that wild type Gli2, but not Gli2∆CLR, localizes to the tips of the primary cilia
(Fig. 3-3D). Treating the wild type cells with Smo Agonist (SAG) resulted in an increase in Gli2
accumulation at the tips of the cilia (Fig. 3-3D). In contrast, Gli2∆CLR remains absent from the
cilia upon SAG treatment (Fig. 3-3D).

Abnormal patterning and compromised Hh signaling in the Gli2∆CLRKI spinal cords

Both Gli2∆CLRKIn and Gli2∆CLRKI heterozygous mice are viable, fertile and do not exhibit
any noticeable morphological or behavioral defects. However, we did not recover any Gli2∆CLRKIn
and Gli2∆CLRKI homozygotes or Gli2∆CLRKI/null transheterozygotes at weaning, suggesting that
Gli2∆CLR was incompatible with postnatal survival.
Gli2 plays an important role in the induction of the floor plate and V3 interneurons of the
mouse spinal cord (Ding et al., 1998; Matise et al., 1998). Therefore, we examined the ventral
spinal cord patterning to determine whether Gli2∆CLR exhibits full activity of Gli2 in development.
At E10.5, Foxa2 was expressed strongly in the floor plate of wild type spinal cord (Fig. 3-4A).
We found fewer Foxa2-expressing cells in the Gli2∆CLRKIn homozygous mutant spinal cords (Fig.
3-4C). Nkx2.2-expressing V3 interneuron precursors were normally located laterally to the floor
plate (Fig. 3-4F). A reduced number of Nkx2.2-expressing cells were present in the ventral
midline of the Gli2∆CLRKIn homozygous mutant spinal cords (Fig. 3-4H). Consistent with the
reduction in the floor plate and V3 interneurons, Olig2-expressing motor neuron progenitors,
which were dorsal to V3 interneurons in the wild type spinal cord (Fig. 3-4K), were closer to the
ventral midline of the Gli2∆CLRKIn homozygous mutant spinal cords (Fig. 3-4M).
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Figure 3-4. Abnormal ventral spinal cord patterning and compromised Hh signaling in
Gli2∆CLR knock-in mutants.
(A-O) Immunofluorescence images of the E10.5 spinal cords. Dashed lines outline the
spinal cord. Brackets show the expression domains. (A-E) Foxa2 expression is unchanged in
Gli2∆CLRKIn/+ embryos (n=3) compared with WT, and reduced in the Gli2∆CLRKIn (n=4), Gli2∆CLRKI
(n=3) homozygous and Gli2∆CLRKIn/null (n=4) transheterozygous embryos. (F-J) Nkx2.2 expression
is normal in Gli2∆CLRKIn/+embryos but shifts to the ventral midline of the Gli2∆CLRKIn, Gli2∆CLRKI
homozygous and Gli2∆CLRKIn/null transheterozygous mutant spinal cords. (K-O) Olig2 was
expressed normally in Gli2∆CLRKIn/+embryos, excluded from the ventral-most spinal cord; it
expanded ventrally in the Gli2∆CLRKIn and Gli2∆CLRKI homozygous, and expanded further to the
ventral midline in the Gli2∆CLRKIn/null transheterozygous spinal cords. (P) Relative expression
levels of Gli1 in E9.5 embryos measured with qRT-PCR. n=3 for each genotype. Asterisks
indicate significant decrease in Gli1 expression in various mutants compared with WT.
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As expected from our qRT-PCR and immunoblot analyses that showed similar levels of the
Gli2∆CLR mRNA and protein in Gli2∆CLRKIn and Gli2∆CLRKI homozygous mutants, the Gli2∆CLRKI
homozygous spinal cords exhibit the same degree of reduction in floor plate and V3 interneurons,
as well as the ventral expansion of the motor neuron domain (Fig. 3-4D, I and N). The spinal cord
patterning of E10.5 Gli2∆CLRKIn heterozygous embryos resembled that of WT and Gli2null
heterozygous embryos, suggesting that the higher level of the Gli2∆CLR protein in the Gli2∆CLRKIn
allele did not cause noticeable dominant effects (Fig. 3-4B, G and L).
The defects in floor plate and V3 interneuron induction in the Gli2∆CLRKIn and Gli2∆CLRKI
homozygous mutant spinal cords were similar, but not as severe as that in the Gli2null mutant
spinal cord (Ding et al., 1998; Matise et al., 1998). We reasoned that the higher than normal
levels of the Gli2∆CLR protein, despite not causing any dominant effects in heterozygotes, may
account for this subtle difference between Gli2∆CLRKIn, Gli2∆CLRKI and Gli2null homozygous
mutants. To test this hypothesis, we examined the spinal cord development in Gli2∆CLRKIn and
Gli2∆CLRKI/null transheterozygous mutants, in which the levels of Gli2∆CLR protein were more
similar to that of Gli2 in wild type embryos. Indeed, these Gli2∆CLRKI/null transheterozygous
mutants exhibit reduction of floor plates and V3 interneurons resembling that in Gli2null
homozygous mutants (Fig. 3-4E and J). Consequently, the motor neuron progenitor domain
expands further to the ventral-most region of the spinal cord (Fig. 3-4O).
The ventral patterning defects in these Gli2∆CLRKI homozygous and Gli2∆CLRKI/null
transheterozygous mutant spinal cords suggested that Hh signaling was compromised due to the
failure in Gli2∆CLR activation. To determine the level of Hh pathway activation directly, we
examined the mRNA expression of Gli1, a direct transcriptional target gene of Hh signaling. The
expression level of Gli1 was significantly reduced in both Gli2∆CLRKI homozygous and
Gli2∆CLRKIn/null transheterozygous mutant embryos compared to wild type, suggesting a reduction
in Hh pathway activation (Fig. 3-4P). In fact, Gli1 expression in these mutants is similar to that in
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Gli2null mutants, in line with our hypothesis that the reduced Hh pathway activation in these
mutants resulted from disruption of Gli2∆CLR activation (Fig. 3-4P).
The more severe disruption of Hh signaling in the transheterozygous mutants
(Gli2∆CLRKIn/null and Gli2∆CLRKI/null) than the homozygous mutants (Gli2∆CLRKIn/∆CLRKIn and
Gli2∆CLRKI/∆CLRKI) suggested that the levels of Gli2∆CLR protein in these mutants had a noticeable
impact on Hh target gene activation. To minimize this impact, we used the transheterozygous
mutants, in which the level of Gli2∆CLR protein was more similar to that of endogenous Gli2, in
studies for the rest of this paper, and collectively referred to them as Gli2∆CLRKI mutants for
simplicity.

Gli2∆CLRKI;Gli3 double mutants resemble Gli2null;Gli3 double mutants.

Previous studies have revealed redundant activator activities of Gli2 and Gli3 in spinal
cord patterning (Bai et al., 2004; Lei et al., 2004). To further evaluate the activity of Gli2∆CLR, we
examined the patterning of the Gli2∆CLRKI;Gli3 double mutant spinal cord. The expression of
Foxa2 (Fig. 3-5B) and Nkx2.2 (Fig. 3-5E) was absent in the Gli2∆CLRKI;Gli3 double mutant spinal
cord, similar to Gli2null;Gli3 double mutants (Fig. 3-5C and F). Olig2 and Pax6, which were
excluded from the ventral-most region of the wild type spinal cord (Fig. 3-5G and J), were
expressed in the ventral spinal cord of both Gli2∆CLRKI;Gli3 (Fig. 3-5H and K) and Gli2null;Gli3
(Fig. 3-5I and L) double mutants. The similarity between the spinal cord patterning defects in
Gli2∆CLRKI;Gli3 and Gli2null;Gli3 double mutants further suggests that Gli2∆CLR is incapable of
transducing the Hh signal that is critical for the neural tube development, even when its level is
several times higher than that of endogenous Gli2.
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Figure 3-5. Spinal cord patterning in Gli2∆CLRKI;Gli3 double mutants resembles that of
Gli2null;Gli3 double mutants.
Immunofluorescent images of transverse sections through the E9.5 spinal cords. Dashed
lines outline the spinal cord. Brackets show the expression domains. (A-F) Foxa2 and Nkx2.2 are
expressed in the ventral-most regions of the wild type spinal cords (A and D), but are absent in
the Gli2∆CLRKI;Gli3 (n=3; B and E) and Gli2null;Gli3 (C and F) double mutant spinal cords. (G-L)
Olig2 and Pax6 are excluded from the ventral-most regions of the wild type (G and J), but not of
the Gli2∆CLRKI;Gli3 (H and K) and Gli2null;Gli3 (I and L) double mutant spinal cords.
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Activated Smo fails to activate Gli2∆CLR

The Hh receptor Ptch1 and its downstream target Smo both localize to the primary
cilium, and Smo activation is dependent on its ciliary localization (Corbit et al., 2005; Rohatgi et
al., 2007). Local interactions between Smo and a Ci (fly homolog of Gli2)-containing signaling
complex mediate Hh signaling in Drosophila (Briscoe and Therond, 2013). If local interaction
between vertebrate Smo and Gli2 inside the cilium similarly underlies Gli2 activation by Smo,
Smo activation would not result in the activation of the non-ciliary Gli2∆CLR. To test this
hypothesis, we treated the Gli2∆CLRKIn mutant MEFs with SAG. The SAG treatment induced
similar ciliary localization of Smo in wild type, Gli2null and Gli2∆CLRKIn mutant MEFs (data not
shown). It also greatly increased the expression of Hh target gene Gli1 in wild type MEFs (Fig.
3-6A). In contrast, the expression of Gli1 was not significantly increased in Gli2∆CLRKIn or Gli2null
mutant MEFs, suggesting a disruption of the signal transduction from Smo to Gli2∆CLR (Fig. 36A).
To determine whether Smo activation resulted in the activation of Gli2∆CLR in vivo, we
examined Hh target gene expression and spinal cord patterning in Gli2∆CLRKI;Ptch1 double
mutants. Hh target gene Gli1 was expressed in a ventral-to-dorsal gradient in the E9.5 wild type
spinal cord (Fig. 3-6B). However, as reported previously, Gli1 expression in the floor plate, the
ventral-most part of the spinal cord, was downregulated by prolonged exposure to extremely high
levels of Shh through a feedback mechanism (Ribes et al., 2010). Gli1 expression was
downregulated in the entire Ptch1 mutant spinal cord, consistent with very high levels of Hh
pathway activation (Fig. 3-6B). In Gli2∆CLRKI;Ptch1 double mutants, Gli1 expression was restored
in the dorsal spinal cord suggesting that Hh pathway activation was less than that in Ptch1
mutants (Fig. 3-6B).
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Figure 3-6. Hh signaling fails to activate Gli2∆CLR in vitro and in vivo
(A) Activation of Smo with SAG greatly increases Gli1 transcription in wild type, but not
in Gli2null or Gli2∆CLRKIn mutant MEFs. Data are represented as mean + SED. **: p<0.01. (B)
RNA in situ hybridization images of transverse sections through the E9.5 spinal cords. Gli1
expression was inhibited by the high level of Hh signaling in the Ptch1 mutant spinal cord, but
present in the dorsal half of the Gli2∆CLRKI;Ptch1 (n=3) and Gli2null;Ptch1 (n=2) double mutant
spinal cords. (C) Immunofluorescent images of transverse sections through the E9.5 spinal cords.
Foxa2 and Nkx2.2 are expressed throughout the spinal cord, whereas Olig2 and Pax6 expression
is absent in Ptch1 mutants. In contrast, Foxa2, Nkx2.2 and Olig2 expression is restricted to the
ventral parts of the Gli2∆CLRKI;Ptch1 (n=3) and Gli2null;Ptch1 (n=2) double mutant spinal cords.
Pax6 expression is also restored in the Gli2∆CLRKI;Ptch1 and Gli2null;Ptch1 mutant spinal cords.
Dashed lines outline the spinal cord. Brackets show the expression domains.
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Interestingly, the expression pattern of Gli1 in the Gli2∆CLRKI;Ptch1 double mutant spinal cord
was similar to that in Gli2null;Ptch1 double mutants (Fig. 3-6B), suggesting that the reduction of
Hh pathway activation in these mutants resulted from a disruption of Gli2∆CLR activation.
Consistent with the extreme activation of Hh signaling, Foxa2- and Nkx2.2-expressing
cells spread throughout the Ptch1 mutant spinal cord (Fig. 3-6C). The expression of Pax6 and
Olig2 was absent or restricted to few cells in the dorsal-most part of the spinal cord (Fig. 3-6C).
Interestingly, both Foxa2- and Nkx2.2-expressing cells were restricted to the ventral regions of
the Gli2∆CLRKI;Ptch1 double mutant spinal cords, suggesting that Hh pathway activation in these
mutants was insufficient to support the expression of these two genes in the dorsal spinal cord
(Fig. 3-6C). Consistent with a reduction of Hh pathway activation, Olig2 and Pax6 expression
was restored in the dorsal two-thirds of the Gli2∆CLRKI;Ptch1 double mutant spinal cord (Fig. 36C). These changes in spinal cord patterning in Gli2∆CLRKI;Ptch1 double mutants were similar to
those in Gli2null;Ptch1 double mutants (Fig. 3-6C), providing further support for the inability of
Gli2∆CLR to respond to upstream Hh pathway activation in vivo.

Gli2∆CLR is active in the absence of Sufu

The results described thus far indicate that Gli2∆CLR does not respond to Hh pathway
activation at the levels of Ptch1 or Smo. The parsimonious explanation for this phenomenon is
that a local interaction at the cilium cannot be established between activated Smo and Gli2∆CLR.
Alternatively, the deletion of CLR may result in damage to the intrinsic transcriptional activity of
Gli2 that cannot be detected in our in vitro overexpression analysis.
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Figure 3-7. The intrinsic transcriptional activator activity was not disrupted in Gli2∆CLR
The expression domains of Foxa2 (A-C) and Nkx2.2 (D-F) are expanded into the dorsal
spinal cords of the Sufu mutant and Gli2∆CLRKI;Sufu double mutant (n=4) spinal cords. (G-I) Olig2
expression is shifted dorsally in the Sufu mutant and Gli2∆CLRKI;Sufu double mutant spinal cords.
(J-L) Pax6 expression is restricted to the dorsal-most part of the Sufu mutant and Gli2∆CLRKI;Sufu
double mutant spinal cords. (M-O) The expression of Hh target gene Gli1 is dorsally restricted in
the Sufu mutant and Gli2∆CLRKI;Sufu double mutant (n=4) spinal cords. Transverse sections of
E9.5 embryos processed for immunofluorescent analysis are shown in A-L. Transverse sections
of E9.5 embryos processed for RNA in situ hybridization are shown in M-O. Dashed lines outline
the spinal cord. Brackets show the expression domains.
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To distinguish these two possibilities, we investigated whether Gli2∆CLR can be activated in the
absence of Sufu, whose inhibitory action on Gli2 can only be relieved through a cilium-dependent
process under physiological condition (Kim et al., 2009).
Consistent with Sufu being an essential negative regulator of Hh signaling, the absence of
Sufu in the E9.5 spinal cord led to great expansion of the Foxa2 and Nkx2.2 expression domains
(Fig. 3-7B and E). Meanwhile, the expression domains of Olig2 and Pax6 were shifted dorsally in
the Sufu mutant spinal cord (Fig. 3-7H and K). We have recently shown that removing Gli2 from
Sufu mutants (as in Gli2null;Sufu double mutants) led to the absence of Foxa2 and Nkx2.2
expression, along with ventral expansion of the Olig2 and Pax6 expression, suggesting that Gli2
was the primary activator of Hh signaling in the absence of Sufu (Liu et al., 2012). In striking
contrast to the absence of Foxa2 and Nkx2.2 expression in Gli2null;Sufu double mutants, these two
genes were expressed in most cells of the Gli2∆CLRKI;Sufu double mutant spinal cord, similar to
that of Sufu mutants (Fig. 3-7C and F). In addition, Olig2 and Pax6 expression remained dorsally
restricted in the Gli2∆CLRKI;Sufu double mutant spinal cord as seen in Sufu mutants (Fig. 3-7I and
L). The similarity between the Sufu mutant and Gli2∆CLRKI;Sufu double mutant spinal cord
patterning suggests that Gli2∆CLR retains its intrinsic transcriptional activity that can be released
by the removal of Sufu.
To more directly demonstrate the intrinsic activity of Gli2∆CLR, we examined the
expression of Hh target gene Gli1 through RNA in situ hybridization. We found that Gli1
expression was restricted to the dorsal spinal cords of both Sufu mutants (Fig. 3-7N) and
Gli2∆CLRKI;Sufu double mutants (Fig. 3-7O), suggesting that Gli2∆CLR is capable of activating
target gene expression in the absence of Sufu. Furthermore, these results also suggest that the
disruption of Gli2∆CLR activation in Gli2∆CLRKI mutants results from failure to release Gli2∆CLR
from Sufu inhibition.
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DISCUSSION

An essential role for the primary cilium in Hh pathway and Gli protein activation has
been well established by numerous genetic studies in various vertebrate species in the last decade
(Nozawa et al., 2013). However, the role of the ciliary localization of Gli proteins in their
activation had not yet been determined. One commonly taken approach to address this question
has been to disrupt the cellular and/or ciliary transport machinery. In one such study, the
disruption of cytoplasmic microtubule network through a drug treatment abolished the ciliary
localization of Gli2 and disrupted the Hh signaling (Kim et al., 2009). Similarly, mutations in a
microtubule motor protein Kif7, or an intraflagellar transport protein Ift25, affected Gli2 ciliary
localization and Hh pathway activation (Cheung et al., 2009; Endoh-Yamagami et al., 2009; He et
al., 2014; Keady et al., 2012; Liem et al., 2009). One major concern with this approach is that
additional proteins and processes affected by the disruption of cytoskeleton or transport
machinery may contribute to the observed disruption of Hh signaling. Moreover, the Gli ciliary
localization was only partially affected by many of these mutations, further complicating the
interpretation of the results.
A more targeted approach to study the role of the ciliary localization of Gli2 in its
activation is to determine whether a non-ciliary variant of Gli2 can be activated by Hh signaling.
It is crucial, however, to distinguish between the inability to respond to Hh pathway activation
and the damage to the intrinsic transcriptional activity of the non-ciliary variant of Gli2. For
example, a recent study found that the ciliary localization of a Gli2 variant lacking residues 8521183 was greatly compromised compared to the full-length Gli2 (Santos and Reiter, 2014).
However, this Gli2 variant failed to activate target gene expression even when it was
overexpressed, suggesting that its intrinsic transcriptional activity was damaged by the deletion.
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Therefore, it could not be used to properly address the roles of the ciliary localization of Gli2 in
its activation.
In the current study, we address the relationship between Gli2 ciliary localization and
activation using Gli2∆CLR, a non-ciliary variant of Gli2. Through the study of Gli2∆CLRKI mutant
cells and embryos, we show that Gli2∆CLR fails to respond to Hh pathway activation at the levels
of Ptch1 or Smo. To rule out the possibility that the intrinsic transcriptional activity of Gli2 is
disrupted in Gli2∆CLR, we first show that its overexpression is sufficient to activate a Gliresponsive reporter expression in cultured cells. In addition, we show that Gli2∆CLR can support
the same level of Hh pathway activation as endogenous Gli2 in the absence of Sufu. Therefore,
the lack of Gli2∆CLR activation in Gli2∆CLRKI mutant embryos likely results from the failure in
cilium-dependent relieve of the inhibitory action of Sufu, not the disruption of intrinsic
transcriptional activity of Gli2.
Previous studies have shown that cilium-dependent regulation of Hh signaling was
dependent on the proper levels of Gli proteins (Chen et al., 2009; Jia et al., 2009). Overexpression
of Gli1 or Gli2 bypasses the inhibitory regulation of Sufu, thus activating the Hh pathway
independent of the cilium. Therefore, we were concerned about the ~ 5 fold difference between
the Gli2∆CLR protein level in Gli2∆CLRKI/null transheterozygous mutant embryos and the Gli2 protein
level in wild type. Interestingly, despite the increase in Gli2∆CLR protein level, we observed
decreased Hh signaling in Gli2∆CLRKI/null transheterozygous mutants. This suggests that Sufu is
likely present in large excess compared to Gli proteins, as previously reported in fruit flies
(Farzan et al., 2009). In effect, this increase in Gli2∆CLR protein level helps to clarify that it is the
lack of activation, rather than insufficient amount of protein, that underlies the Hh signaling
defects in Gli2∆CLRKI mutants.
cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (PKA) plays an essential negative role in Hh signaling
(Tuson et al., 2011).
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Figure 3-8. The ciliary localization of Gli2 is essential for its activation
(A) In wild type cells, activated Smo interacts with Gli2 and Sufu inside the cilium,
releasing Gli2 from Sufu inhibition. Gli2 then goes to the nucleus to activate the downstream
target genes such as Gli1 and Ptch1. (B) In Gli2∆CLRKI mutant cells, Gli2∆CLR fails to enter the
cilium to interact with activated Smo, and remains inhibited by Sufu. In this case, the
transcription of the downstream target genes of Hh pathway is inhibited.
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A recent study showed that overexpressing a Gli2 variant lacking six PKA sites highly activates
Hh pathway in cultured cells and chicken spinal cords (Niewiadomski et al., 2014). The nonciliary Gli2∆CLR variant we studied here also lacks all six PKA sites, and yet it fails to activate Hh
pathway in Gli2∆CLRKI mutant embryos. It was recently reported that Hh pathway activation in the
absence of PKA remained cilium-dependent (Tuson et al., 2011). Therefore, it is likely that even
a PKA-insensitive Gli2 variant requires ciliary localization to be activated. Again, it is worth
noting that the activity of any Gli2 variant has to be determined in a system in which the level of
the Gli2 variant is not high enough to override the intricate regulatory mechanisms involving the
cilium and Sufu, as we have demonstrated here and in previous work (Chen et al., 2009; Jia et al.,
2009).
In summary, we show here that Hh signaling fails to activate a non-ciliary Gli2∆CLR
variant in vivo by relieving the inhibitory actions of Sufu. Based on our results, we propose that
the ciliary localization of Gli2 allows its activation, likely through local interaction with activated
Smo that relieves Gli2 from its inhibitor Sufu (Fig. 3-8A). On the other hand, Gli2∆CLR is under
constitutive inhibition by Sufu because it fails to travel to the cilium to interact with activated
Smo (Fig. 3-8B). An exciting future direction would be to reveal the molecular events that
directly lead to the activation of Gli2 once it is inside the cilium.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue Culture, Transfection and Immunofluorescence.

Mouse embryonic fibroblasts were prepared from individual E11.5 embryos. Cells from
individual embryos were passed through Gauge 20 needles to be dissociated and plated. These
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cells were cultured in DMEM/F12 with 15% fetal bovine serum, sodium pyruvate, Glutamax,
non-essential amino acid and antibiotics, at 37 °C and 5% CO2.
Cells were transfected with Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies), JetPrime (Polyplus
Transfection) or PEI (Polysciences) according to manufacturer’s recommendations. For
immunofluorescence analyses, cells were plated and grown on round coverslips and fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde for 10 min at room temperature and then washed with PBST (PBS with 0.1%
TritonX-100). Primary antibodies were incubated 1 h at room temperature, and then washed with
PBST for 3 times, 5 min/each. The coverslips were then incubated with secondary antibodies for
1 h at room temperature. After 3 times’ washing, the coverslips were mounted on slides for
microscopy. In the immunofluorescence analyses, acetylated a-tubulin staining was used to mark
the cilia. Antibodies used: Acetylated a-tubulin (1:1000, Sigma-Aldrich), GFP (Life
Technologies) and Gli2 (1:1000, R&D Systems).

Quantitative RT-PCR

RNA was extracted from embryos or cultured cells using a NucleoSpin RNA miniprep
kit (Macherey-Nagel). cDNA was synthesized using qScript cDNA SuperMix (Quanta
Biosciences). PCRs were performed in a StepOnePlus Real-time PCR system (Applied
Biosystems). All samples were measured in triplicates and normalized to GAPDH. Primers used
for

qRT-PCR

are:

Gli2F

5’-CAGCGTAATGATGTGCATGTCC-3’

and

Gli2R

5’-

ATCCCCATTCTCCTTGAGCA-3’; Gli1F 5’- CGTTTGAAGGCTGTCGGAAG and Gli1R 5’GCGTCTTGAGGTTTTCAAGGC-3’; Ptch1F 5’- CTCCAAGTGTCGTCCGGTTT-3’ and
Ptch1R 5’- ACCCATTGTTCGTGTGACCA-3’. Statistical significance was assessed by unpaired
Student’s t-test.
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Luciferase Reporter Assay

Shh-L2 Cells (Gift from Dr. L. Lum) in 24-well plates were transfected with GFP-Gli2,
GFP-Gli2∆CLR, or control empty GFP vector, alone or together with Sufu. Luciferase assays were
performed 24 hrs after transfection using a dual-luciferase reporter assay system (Promega), and
luminescence was measured in a Turner Biosystems 20/20n luminometer. Firefly luciferase
activities were normalized to those of Renilla luciferase. All assays were done in triplicates.

Immunoblot Analyses

Mouse embryos at E9.5 were dissected in cold PBS. Individual embryos were lysed using
ice-cold lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl (PH 7.5), 300 mM NaCl, 2% NP40, 0.25% NaDeOC,
1mM EDTA, 10% Glycerol, 1% Triton, protease inhibitors). 7.5% SDS-PAGE gels were used for
separation of the lysates, which were then transferred to the nitrocellulose membrane. The
membrane was blocked in 5% nonfat dry milk diluted in PBST (PBS with 0.1% Tween 20) for 1h
at room temperature and then incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. After primary
antibody incubation, membranes were incubated with IRD680- and IRD800-conjugated
secondary antibodies (1:7500; LI-COR), and scanned on a LI-COR Odyssey CLx imaging
system. Quantitative analysis was performed using Image Studio (LI-COR). Primary antibodies
used: Gli2 (1:500; R&D Systems) and b-tubulin (1:10,000; Sigma-Aldrich).
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Animals

E14 mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells (MMRRC) were transfected with linearized
Gli2∆CLRKIn targeting construct using a BioRad GenePulsor electroporation system. Genomic
DNAs from G418-resistant ES cell clones were cut with Asp718 (Roche) and screened through
Southern blot analyses using a 5’ external probe. Genomic DNAs from the targeted clones were
cut with BamHI and screened again through Southern blot using a 3’ external probe. The
homologous recombination events were further confirmed with PCR using locus-specific primers.
Two targeted Gli2∆CLRKIn ES cell clones were injected into C57/BL6 blastocysts (Charles River
Lab). The resulting male chimeras and their male descendants were bred to wild type 129 or C3H
females (Charles River Lab). The genotypes of Gli2∆CLRKIn and Gli2∆CLRKI mice and embryos were
determined with the same sets of primers: P1 (R), 5’- CCAGCGCACTCATTAAATCC -3’; P2
(F), 5’- GGGTTATTGAATATGATCGGAAT -3’; P3 (F), 5’- TGTGGACCTGGGTTGGTATT 3’.
The use of the animals in this work was approved by the IACUC at the Penn State
University.

Immunohistochemistry

Detailed procedures were described in the “Materials and Methods” section of Chapter 2.

RNA in situ hybridization

Detailed procedures were described in the “Materials and Methods” section of Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 4 GENERAL DISCUSSION
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In Chapter 2, through mouse genetic analysis, I investigated how Sufu regulates Hh
signaling in the spinal cord through its interaction with various Gli proteins, and I concluded that
the Hh pathway activation in Sufu mutants depends on the activation of Gli activators and the
reduction of Gli repressor activities. This part was extensively discussed in Chapter 2. In addition,
the genetic data from Chapter 2 also deepens our understanding of the roles of different Gli
proteins in Hh signaling and mouse spinal cord patterning. Generally, through analyzing the
spinal cord pattering controlled by different amount and types of Gli proteins, I observed the
specific and redundant functions of the Gli proteins and it appeared to me that the ratio of Gli
activators (GliA) and Gli repressors (GliR), rather than their absolute amount defines the spinal
cord patterning. I would like to further illustrate these perspectives in the following section.
In Chapter 3, I generated a novel mouse line of Gli2∆CLRKI where Gli2 lacking a ciliary
localization region does not go into the cilia but maintains its intrinsic transcriptional activity.
The characterization of Gli2∆CLRKI mutants strongly suggests that Gli2 ciliary localization is
critical for its activation in Hh signaling. In the following section, I will discuss the potential
molecular mechanisms underlying Gli2 ciliary localization, as well as how this ciliary
localization affects the activation of Gli2. I propose that the ciliary localization of Gli2 promotes
the dissociation of Gli2-Sufu complex, which leads to the subsequent nuclear translocation and
activation of Gli2. To discuss why Gli2 needs to go to cilia to be activated, I will talk about how
Smo could transduce the Hh signal inside the cilia by acting as a G protein-coupled receptor
(GPCR). To better understand how the dissociation of Gli2-Sufu complex underlies the activation
of Gli2, I will discuss the regulation of Gli2 by Sufu.
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THE DIFFERENTIAL ROLES OF GLI PROTEINS IN HEDGEHOG (HH) SIGNALING
AND MOUSE SPINAL CORD PATTERNING

The role of Gli2 in Hh signaling and mouse spinal cord patterning

The floor plate is lost and V3 interneurons are greatly reduced in Gli2 mutants (Ding et
al., 1998; Matise et al., 1998). Compared with Ptch1 mutants, Gli2;Ptch1 double mutants also
show decreased floor plate and V3 interneurons (Motoyama et al., 2003; Fig. 3-5C). The
difference between Ptch1 and Gli2;Ptch1 mutants implies a critical role of Gli2 in the formation
of the ventral-most cell types that depends on high levels of Hh signaling. Different from wild
type mice and Ptch1 mutants, the protein level of Gli2 is dramatically decreased in Sufu mutants,
raising the question whether Gli2 plays an important role in Hh pathway activation in Sufu
mutants (Chen et al., 2009; Jia et al., 2009). Interestingly, the removal of Gli2 from Sufu mutants
leads to the loss of floor plate and V3 interneurons (Fig. 2-2H and L), suggesting that Gli2 still
plays an essential role in the formation of the ventral-most cell types in Sufu mutants despite its
low protein level. Taken together, I conclude that Gli2 is a principal activator in Hh signaling and
the formation of floor plate and V3 interneurons, despite its protein level.
Our data also reveals a minor repressor role for Gli2 in the spinal cord patterning when
the overall repressor amount decreases below certain level. In Gli3;Sufu double mutants, the floor
plate and V3 interneurons are dorsally expanded but do not reach the dorsal-most part of the
spinal cord (Fig. 2-3H and L); in Gli2+/-Gli3-/-Sufu-/- mutants, the floor plate and V3 interneurons
are expanded through the whole spinal cord, indicating a higher level of Hh signaling (data not
shown). The higher level of Hh signaling in Gli2+/-Gli3-/-Sufu-/- mutants compared with Gli3;Sufu
mutants implies a repressor role of Gli2. It appears that in the absence of the Gli3 repressor and
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Sufu, the removal of one copy of Gli2 has more influence on the overall levels of repressors than
activators.

The role of Gli1 in Hh signaling and mouse spinal cord patterning

Gli1 mutants resemble WT embryos, indicating that Gli1 is not required for spinal cord
patterning when Gli2 and Gli3 are present (Bai et al., 2002). In our experiments, the removal of
Gli1 from Sufu mutants results in the loss of floor plate and V3 interneurons, indicating that Gli1
acquires a critical role in the spinal cord patterning when the levels of Gli2/3 activators are
decreased (Fig. 2-1H and L). To further investigate whether this is true, we removed Gli1 from
Ptch1 mutants where Hh signaling is also highly activated but the amounts of Gli2/3 proteins are
not decreased, and we found a ventralized spinal cord in Gli1;Ptch1 mutants similar to that in
Ptch1 mutants, indicating a dispensable role of Gli1 in Ptch1 mutants (data not shown). Our data
from Gli1;Sufu and Gli1;Ptch1 mutants strongly suggest that Gli1 is required for the spinal cord
patterning only when the overall levels of Gli activators are reduced.

The role of Gli3 in Hh signaling and mouse spinal cord patterning

Whether Gli3 plays a repressor or activator role in the spinal cord patterning depends on
the context. When Gli2 is present, Gli3 works as a repressor. Previous characterization of Gli3
mutants revealed a repressor role of Gli3 in the intermediate region of the mouse spinal cord
(Persson et al., 2002). I show that the removal of Gli3 in Gli2+/-Sufu-/- mutants leads to more
ventralized spinal cords, suggesting that Gli3 acts as a repressor, even when there are little Gli2
activators left (Fig. 2-7J and M).
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Interestingly, although dramatically decreased, the Gli repressors still play important
roles in Gli2+/-;Sufu-/- mutants. This may suggest that the ratio between the Gli repressors and
activators, rather than their absolute amount matters, since the levels of Gli activators are greatly
reduced as well. Furthermore, the Gli repressors likely form a gradient along the spinal cord and
this Gli3 repressor gradient might contribute to the spinal cord patterning in Sufu mutants. In Sufu
or Gli2+/-;Sufu-/- mutants, the floor plate and V3 interneurons are not expanded through the whole
spinal cord, suggesting that the spinal cord is still patterned along the D/V axis (Fig. 2-7K and N).
However, the removal of Gli3, as is seen in Gli2+/-;Sufu-/- ;Gli3-/- mutants, causes the expansion
of floor plates and V3 interneurons through the entire spinal cord, indicating a loss of DV
patterning in the spinal cord (Fig. 2-7J and M).
On the other hand, when Gli2 activator is not present, Gli3 works as an activator. The
removal of one copy of Gli3 from Gli2-/-;Sufu-/- mutants results in less dorsal expansion of
Nkx6.1-positive cells, which suggests an activator role of Gli3 in the absence of Gli2 (data not
shown).

THE MECHANISM AND FUNCTION OF GLI2 CILIARY LOCALIZATION

The molecular mechanisms underlying Gli2 ciliary localization

Gli2 is localized at the cilia tips (Haycraft et al., 2005) and Hh ligands can induce its
enrichment at the cilia tips (Kim et al., 2009). The accumulation of activated Smo in the cilia
triggers the enrichment of Gli2 at cilia tips that can be independent of Hh signals (Kim et al.,
2009). In this case, it appears that Hh promotes the ciliary enrichment of Gli2 through inducing
Smo activation and ciliary localization. Smo distributes evenly along the cilia in cultured cells
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(Corbit et al., 2005). I speculate that the Smo ciliary localization may have changed the ciliary
environment, thus allowing the increased trafficking of Gli2 into cilia or its reduced ciliary
export.
Kif7 was previously described to interact with Gli proteins and promote the ciliary tip
accumulation of Gli2 and Gli3 in response to Hh signals (Endoh-yamagami et al., 2009).
Therefore, failure to interact with Kif7 may account for the loss of cilia localization of Gli2∆CLR.
To test this hypothesis, we can first conduct a co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) experiment to
examine the interaction between Kif7 and Gli2∆CLR. It is also interesting to determine whether the
ciliary localization of Kif7 is affected in Gli2∆CLRKI mutant MEFs.
As mentioned earlier, the loss-of-function mutation of PKA leads to constitutive
enrichment of Gli2 at the cilia tips without affecting Smo ciliary localization (Tuson et al., 2011).
This implies a negative role of PKA in Gli2 ciliary localization. Nevertheless, how PKA inhibits
the ciliary localization of Gli2 is unclear. There are six PKA phosphorylation sites inside the CLR
but their phosphorylation status has no effect on Gli2 ciliary localization (Zeng et al., 2010; Zeng,
unpublished). This suggests that PKA might regulate the ciliary localization of Gli2 through
additional phosphorylation sites or through the phosphorylation of another protein. Under this
scenario, the ciliary localization of Gli2∆CLR could still be regulated by PKA. However, without
the CLR, the inhibitory effect of PKA on Gli2∆CLR ciliary localization cannot be relieved by Hh
stimulation. To investigate whether PKA indeed plays a role in excluding Gli2∆CLR out of the
cilia, the ciliary localization of Gli2∆CLR can be examined in the Gli2∆CLRKI;PKA double mutant
MEFs.
As introduced before, the ciliary localization of Sufu depends on Gli proteins, whereas
Sufu is not required for Gli ciliary localization (Zeng et al., 2010). Sufu also sequesters Gli
proteins in the cytoplasm (Ding et al., 1999; Dunaeva et al., 2003a; Kogerman et al., 1999). And
yet, does Sufu prevent the ciliary localization of Gli proteins, such as Gli2? Different from the
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endogenous Gli2, overexpressed Gli2 remains enriched at the cilia tips regardless of receiving Hh
signals or not (Haycraft et al., 2005). Why is the ciliary translocation of overexpressed Gli2 not
under the Hh signal regulation? Maybe, under the physiological state Sufu sequesters Gli2 in the
cytoplasm preventing its ciliary accumulation, whereas Hh signals antagonize the function of
Sufu, allowing Gli2 to be enriched at the cilia tips. The overexpressed Gli2 could override the
sequestering role of Sufu, thus they can accumulate at the cilia tips no matter whether there are
Hh signals or not. To test whether this is true, one can overexpress Sufu together with Gli2 and
examine whether there is less accumulation of overexpressed Gli2 at cilia tips compared with the
Gli2-overexpressing only group; or one can overexpress Sufu in WT MEFs to see whether this
reduces the cilia-tip localization of the endogenous Gli2. However, it is worth noting that the
inhibition function of Sufu cannot fully depend on its possible role in preventing Gli ciliary
localization because the removal of cilia from Sufu mutants does not affect the highly-activated
Hh signaling (Jia et al., 2009). It is possible that Sufu regulates both the ciliary trafficking and
nucleus transportation of Gli proteins, and the nuclear translocation acts downstream of the ciliary
localization of Gli proteins, leading to direct activation of the pathway.
Instead of interacting with other molecules to signal, the CLR might be only required for
proper folding of Gli2 protein and the specific structure formed by the proper folding allows the
ciliary translocation of Gli2. To test this hypothesis, a GFP-spacer can be introduced to the CLR
position in Gli2∆CLR protein to rescue the ciliary localization of Gli2∆CLR. If there is some rescue
from the inserted GFP-spacer, it would suggest that at least part of the function of CLR is to
spatially separate the N-terminal and C-terminal regions, allowing the proper folding of Gli2
protein. In this case, the N-terminus and C-terminus of Gli2 protein should contain the signals for
Gli2 ciliary localization.
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The function of Gli2 ciliary localization---a critical step for Gli2 activation, probably
required for the dissociation of Gli2-Sufu complex

The molecular mechanism underlying the activation of Gli2 has been elusive. Recently,
the dissociation between Gli2 and Sufu was observed in response to Hh signal and activated Smo,
and was suggested to be a key event for the activation of Gli2 (Humke et al., 2010; Tukachinsky
et al., 2010). The primary cilium is required for the dissociation between Gli2 and Sufu but the
molecular mechanism is unclear (Humke et al., 2010; Tukachinsky et al., 2010). I propose that
the Gli2 ciliary localization is important for the dissociation of Gli2-Sufu complex. Our genetic
data from the Gli2∆CLRKI;Sufu double mutants suggests that the decreased activator activity of the
non-ciliary Gli2∆CLR results from the inhibition by Sufu (Fig 3-6). To prove whether this Sufu
inhibition comes from its constitutive association with Gli2∆CLR regardless of the presence of Hh
signal, the amount of Sufu associated with Gli2 and Gli2∆CLR can be compared through Co-IP
experiments in WT and Gli2∆CLR MEFs. If there are more Sufu associated with Gli2∆CLR than that
with Gli2 upon Hh stimulation, it implies that the dissociation between Gli2∆CLR and Sufu is
impaired, which likely underlies the inactivation of Gli2∆CLR. In another word, it would prove that
Gli2 ciliary localization is critical for the activation of Gli2 by allowing the dissociation of the
Gli2-Sufu complex.
If the activation of Gli2 mainly depends on the dissociation from its inhibitor Sufu, then
increasing the amount of Gli2 to certain level might override the Sufu inhibition, causing the
activation of Gli2. Indeed the overexpressed Gli2 protein in vitro constitutively activates the
downstream genes in the absence of cilia or Hh signal (Fig. 3-1B; data not shown). The
overexpression data implies that the level of Gli2 protein, more precisely the relative level of Gli2
protein compared with Sufu, affects the activation status of Gli2. As reported before, there is a lot
more Sufu than Gli2 in WT cells (Farzan et al., 2009). That is probably why Gli2∆CLR does not
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show overexpression artifact although it is much more stable than the endogenous Gli2. Yet, it
would be ideal to have Gli2∆CLR expressed at the same level as that of endogenous Gli2. We
speculate that the deletion of PKA phosphorylation sites inside the CLR to be the cause for the
more stable protein, since the phosphorylation of these PKA sites is required for the subsequent
ubiquitination and degradation of Gli2 (Pan et al., 2006). To make the level of Gli2∆CLR similar to
the endogenous Gli2, we can put the PKA phosphorylation sites back into Gli2∆CLR, which might
restore the degradation machinery for Gli2∆CLR. One potential concern for putting these PKA sites
back is that it might rescue the ciliary localization of Gli2∆CLR as well.
As described before, cilia mutants show a loss of GliA whereas removing Sufu from cilia
mutants reveals highly-activated Hh signaling similar to that in Sufu mutants (Jia et al., 2009).
This suggests that the role of cilia, at least partially, is to antagonize the inhibition function of
Sufu. And cilia are shown to be required for the dissociation between Gli and Sufu (Humke et al.,
2010; Tukachinsky et al., 2010). Following this, I propose that if the decreased activator activity
of Gli2∆CLR results from its failed ciliary localization, not the disrupted intrinsic transcriptional
activity, then the removal of Sufu should reveal its activator activity. Indeed, Gli2∆CLRKI;Sufu
double mutants resemble Sufu mutants, having highly-activated Hh signaling (Fig. 3-6).
However, the above evidence cannot fully prove that the decreased activity of Gli2∆CLR results
from its non-ciliary localization and there could be other possibilities. For example, an unknown
protein X, under the regulation of cilia, may mediate the interaction between Gli2 and Sufu by
binding Gli2. Normally Hh signals through cilia to activate X protein, which then promotes the
dissociation of Gli2-Sufu complex, thus activating Gli2. The deletion of CLR could have
prevented the binding of X to Gli2∆CLR and thus its regulation on Gli2-Sufu dissociation, which
results in the constitutive interaction between Gli2 and Sufu regardless of Hh stimulation. In this
case, Gli2∆CLR should show decreased activator activity in the normal situation and the removal of
Sufu should have Gli2∆CLR activated, which also fits our data. Based on our current understanding
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of the Gli-Sufu regulation, no such a protein X appears to exist, yet I cannot formally rule out this
possibility.
To further support my hypothesis that Gli2 ciliary localization is critical for its activation,
I can try to restore the ciliary localization of Gli2∆CLR by putting ciliary localization signals
(CLSs) from other ciliary proteins not involved in Hh signaling, and then examine the activator
activity of Gli2∆CLR-CLS. If Gli2∆CLR-CLS can be activated by Hh signal, we can conclude that it
is the loss of Gli2 ciliary localization that underlies the inactivation of Gli2∆CLR. This piece of data
will also help to exclude the other explanations for the Gli2∆CLRKI;Sufu mutant phenotypes and
confirm our hypothesis that the Gli2 ciliary localization is important for antagonizing the
inhibition function of Sufu, likely through promoting the dissociation of Gli2 from Sufu.
However, it is worth noting that simply dragging Gli2 into cilia without the proper ciliary
trafficking dynamics might fail to activate Gli2, owing to the inappropriate ciliary localization.
For example, DYNC2H1 mutants have an increased level of Gli2 in the cilia but show decreased
level of Hh signaling (Huangfu and Anderson, 2005; May et al., 2005). Therefore, it is important
to find a CLS that induces a ciliary trafficking pattern similar to that of Gli2.

THE TRANSDUCTION OF THE SMO SIGNAL INSIDE THE CILIA
How the activation of Smo leads to the downstream activation of Gli2 is poorly
understood. As a seven-transmembrane protein, Smo is highly similar to the G protein-coupled
receptor (GPCR) family (Ruiz-Gómez et al., 2007). For the canonical GPCR signal transduction,
the ligand binding leads to conformational changes of GPCRs which then associates and activates
the G proteins (Pierce et al., 2002). The heterotrimeric G proteins are classified into four families
of Gs, Gi, Gq and G12, among which Gs stimulates the production of cAMP from ATP and Gi
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inhibits the cAMP generation. Smo was suggested to couple with the heterotrimeric G proteins
(Ruiz-Gómez et al., 2007). Pertussis toxin (PTX) was used to examine the role of G proteins in
the Hh pathway, since it inhibits the activity of the single Gi isoform in flies and almost all the Gi
family members in mammals (Fields and Casey, 1997). PTX expression in zebrafish embryos by
a transgene leads to Hh-defect phenotypes, which can be rescued by the co-expression of a
dominant-negative form of PKA (Hammerschmidt and McMahon, 1998). This suggests a role of
Gi family members in antagonizing the negative effect of PKA in Hh signaling. A more recent
report examined the coupling between vertebrate Smo and G proteins directly and found that
vertebrate Smo specifically activates all the Gi family members but has no effect on the members
of Gs, Gq and G12 families (Riobo et al., 2006). They also found that the activation of Gi by Smo
is required but not sufficient for the downstream Gli activation, shown in cultured cells. Another
group knocked down the different types of G proteins using specific double stranded RNAs
(dsRNAs) in fly cells, and found similar to that in the vertebrates, the fly Gi protein is also the
target of fly Smo (Ogden et al., 2008). They also observed that under the stimulation of Hh
signal, Smo functions through the Gi protein to reduce the cAMP levels, although the Gi protein
alone might not be sufficient to transduce the Smo signal. To further investigate the role of Gi
proteins in Hh signaling, another group characterized a series of in vivo Hh signaling indicators
under the influence of Gi proteins and they found that the Gi proteins have little effect on Gli3
processing and chicken spinal cord patterning although they seem to affect the endogenous Gli1
expression in cultured MEFs and 3T3 cells (Low et al., 2008).
The above observations appear to suggest that Smo functions as a GPCR through
coupling with Gi proteins in some contexts in both flies and vertebrates, although the coupling
with Gi proteins is not sufficient for transducing all the signals from Smo. At the same time, the
ciliary localization of Smo is essential for its activation. Therefore to explain how the Hh signal is
transduced from Smo to the downstream Gli proteins in vertebrates, it can be proposed that the
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active Smo accumulated in the cilia induces decreased levels of cAMP inside the cilia, which may
further down-regulates the activity of the PKA pool located at the cilia base. Upon Gli2 ciliary
translocation, the decreased activity of PKA then releases its major inhibitory effect on the Gli2
activator activity, likely by allowing the Gli2-Sufu complex dissociation, and the pathway gets
activated (Tuson et al., 2011; Tukachinsky et al., 2010).

THE NUCLEAR TRANSLOCATION OF GLI2 REGULATED BY SUFU
Early in vitro overexpression analysis indicated that Sufu physically interacts and
sequesters Gli proteins in the cytoplasm, although the molecular mechanism underlying this
sequestration is not clear (Ding et al., 1999; Dunaeva et al., 2003a; Kogerman et al., 1999). The
N-terminal regions of Gli proteins contain an evolutionarily conserved domain, N-terminal
regulatory element (NR), which contains the SYGH motif required for binding Sufu (Croker et
al., 2006; Dunaeva et al., 2003b). Recently a novel nucleus localization signal (NLS), PY-NLS,
was identified in the NR domain, which regulates the Gli nucleus localization in parallel with the
previously identified NLS-C that is located right after the ZF domain (Shi et al., 2014). KapB2, a
nuclear transport protein of the KapB superfamily, binds PY-NLS of Gli proteins and promotes
the PY-NLS mediated Gli nuclear import; the binding of Sufu to the Gli SYGH motifs inhibits
the KapB2-Gli interaction and prevents the Gli nuclear localization, probably through masking
the PY-NLS, since SYGH is very close to PY-NLS (Shi et al., 2014). Therefore, Sufu appears to
inhibit the Gli nuclear localization through interacting with it, whereas the dissociation of SufuGli complex in the cilia could lead to the nuclear entry of Gli proteins. To address the hypothesis
that Gli ciliary localization is required for its subsequent nuclear translocation, one can examine
the subcellular distribution of WT Gli2 and Gli2∆CLR in the nucleus and the cytoplasm, through
ICC or WB for evaluating the protein ratio from the nucleus extracts. If more cytoplasm
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localization is found for Gli2∆CLR compared with WT Gli2, then it suggests that the loss of Gli2
ciliary localization impairs its nuclear translocation.
Sufu is composed of a N-terminal domain (NTD) and a C-terminal domain (CTD), and
the structure of the NTD was characterized (Merchant et al., 2004). Recently two groups
conducted structural analyses for the full-length hSufu (Cherry et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013).
The Toftgard group found an intrinsically disordered region (IDR) in the C-terminus of hSufu,
which is versatile and rearranged upon Gli binding (Cherry et al., 2013). The Wu group revealed
an intrinsic conformational change of hSufu between a “closed” form and an “open” form upon
Hh stimulation (Zhang et al., 2013). In the absence of Hh, Gli binding stabilizes Sufu in the
“closed” form, whereas Hh promotes the formation of the “open” form and Gli dissociates from
Sufu. Both groups suggested that both NTD and CTD of Sufu are required for the formation of a
stable complex between the Gli SYGH motif and Sufu (Cherry et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013).
IDR within Sufu contains amino-acid residues for phosphorylation by PKA and GSK3β (Chen et
al., 2011) and a Lys321 for ubiquitination (Kim et al., 2011). The phosphorylation of Sufu by
PKA and GSK3β stabilized Sufu, which is against the Hh-induced degradation. It is possible that
the phosphorylation induces the conformational change of Sufu and allows the formation of a
stable Sufu-Gli complex. The SYGH motif of Gli proteins also has some potential
phosphorylation sites inside or surrounding it (Zhang et al., 2013). Therefore it is possible that
some ciliary kinases induce the phosphorylation of Gli proteins and help Gli dissociate from
Sufu, in response to the Hh signal.
The intrinsic ability of Sufu to undergo conformational change implies that Sufu could
serve as a scaffold protein and a signal center to interact with various proteins and to relay the
signals to Gli proteins (Cherry et al., 2013). Indeed, there are some reported proteins that act on
Gli proteins through interacting with Sufu. ULK3 was reported to phosphorylate Gli proteins,
increasing the activator activity of Gli proteins and enhancing the Gli1 nuclear localization in
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cultured cells, whereas the formation of Sufu-ULK3 complex rendered ULK3 to become a
negative regulator of Gli proteins (Maloverjan et al., 2010). Rab23, the negative regulator of the
Hh pathway, was reported to physically interact with Sufu and inhibit the activity and nuclear
localization of Gli1 in a Sufu-dependent manner (Chi et al., 2012).

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF GLI2 CILIARY LOCALIZATION INVESTIGATION
Our work strongly suggests that the Gli2 ciliary localization is important for its
activation, through antagonizing the inhibition function of Sufu. In our model, Gli2 ciliary
localization is a critical step for relaying the Smo signal inside the cilia, which likely leads to the
dissociation of Gli2-Sufu complex and the subsequent nuclear translocation of Gli2. This
provides a better understanding of the mechanism underlying the Gli2 activation and the pathway
activation.
Moreover, our work helps us to better understand the function of the cilia. The spinal
cord patterning between the Gli2∆CLRKI embryo and the IFT88 embryo (one cilia mutant) is similar
(Liu et al., 2005; Fig. 3-3). This implies that the loss of Gli activator phenotype in the cilia
mutants might mainly result from the loss of Gli2 ciliary localization, whereas the other proteins
affected by the removal of cilia may not have much additional effects other than directly or
indirectly regulating the Gli2 ciliary localization. Therefore, to better understand the roles of cilia
in Hh signaling, we could make the efforts in studying how the other ciliary proteins regulate
Gli2 ciliary localization.
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Figure A-1. The floor plate and V3 interneurons fail to form in Gli1;Sufu double mutant
embryos. Immunofluorescent images of the transverse sections of E10.5 spinal cords at the
lumbar level.
(A) Foxa2 labels the floor plate in the wild type spinal cord. (B) Floor plate formation is
not affected by loss of Gli1. (C) Foxa2 is found throughout the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (D)
Foxa2 is absent in Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (E) Nkx2.2 is found in V3 interneurons
and their progenitors next to the floor plate in the wild type spinal cord. (F) V3 interneuron
formation is normal in Gli1 mutants. (G) Nkx2.2 + cells are throughout the spinal cord. (H)
Nkx2.2 is absent in the Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal cords. (I) Olig2 labels the progenitors for
motor neurons, which are dorsal to V3 interneurons. (J) The motor neuron formation is normal
in Gli1 mutants. (K) The motor neuron domain is shifted to the dorsal region of the Sufu mutant
spinal cord. (L) Olig2 + domain is expanded both dorsally and ventrally in the Gli1;Sufu double
mutant spinal cord. (M) Nkx6.1 labels progenitors for most ventral spinal cord cells including V2,
V3 interneurons, motor neurons and floor plate. (N) Nkx6.1 domain is normal in the Gli1 mutant
spinal cord. (O) Nkx6.1 domain is expanded to the entire spinal cord. (P) Nkx6.1 is found in all
but the dorsal-most cells in the Gli1;Sufu double mutant spinal cord. (Q) Pax6 labels progenitor
cells for most spinal cord neurons except for the ventral-most V3 interneurons and floor plate. (R)
Pax6 domain is normal in Gli1 mutants. (S) Pax6 expression is restricted to a few dorsal-most
cells
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Figure A-2. Floor plate and V3 interneurons fail to form in Gli2;Sufu double mutant
embryos. Immunofluorescent images of the transverse sections of E10.5 spinal cords at the
lumbar level.
(A) Foxa2 labels the floor plate. (B) The floor plate is absent in the Gli2 mutant spinal
cords. (C) Foxa2 is found throughout the spinal cord in Sufu mutants. (D) Foxa2 is absent in
theGli2;Sufu double mutant spinal cords. (E) Nkx2.2 labels V3 interneurons and their
progenitors. (F) A reduced number of V3 interneurons are present in the ventral midline of
the Gli2 mutant spinal cords. (G) Nkx2.2 + cells are dorsally expanded in the Sufu mutant spinal
cord. (H) Nkx2.2 + cells are absent or greatly reduced in the Gli2;Sufu double mutant spinal
cords. (I) Olig2 labels the progenitors for motor neurons. (J) The motor neuron domain is
ventrally expanded in Gli2 mutants. (K) The motor neuron domain is dorsally shifted in
the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (L) The motor neuron domain is expanded both dorsally and
ventrally in Gli2;Sufu double mutant spinal cords. (Q) Nkx6.1 labels most ventral progenitor cells
including those for V2, V3 interneurons, motor neurons and floor plate. (R) Nkx6.1 expression is
normal in Gli2 mutant spinal cord. (S) Nkx6.1 expression is expanded into the dorsal regions of
the Sufu mutant spinal cords. (T) Nkx6.1 domain is expanded into the dorsal regions of
the Gli2;Sufu double mutant spinal cords. (U) Pax6 labels most progenitor cells except for the
ventral-most V3 interneurons and floor plate. (R) Pax6 expression is normal in Gli2 mutants. (S)
Pax6 expression is restricted to the dorsal regions of the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (T) Pax6
expression is restricted to the dorsal regions of the Gli2;Sufu double mutant spinal cord.
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Figure A-3. Gli3 is not required for the activation of the Hh signaling and the ventralization
of the spinal cord in the absence of Sufu. Immunofluorescent images of the transverse sections
of E10.5 spinal cords at the lumbar level.
(A) Foxa2 labels the floor plate. (B) Floor plate formation is not affected by loss of Gli3.
(C) Foxa2 domain is dorsally expanded in the Sufu mutant spinal cords. (D) Foxa2 domain is
dorsally expanded in the Gli3;Sufu double mutant spinal cords. (E) Nkx2.2 is found in V3
interneurons and their progenitors. (F) V3 interneuron is normal in Gli3 mutants. (G) Nkx2.2 +
cells are dorsally expanded in the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (H) Nkx2.2 domain is dorsally
expanded in the Gli3;Sufu double mutant spinal cords. (I) Olig2 labels the progenitors for motor
neurons. (J) The motor neuron formation is normal in Gli3 mutants. (K) The motor neuron
domain is shifted to the dorsal regions of the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (L) The motor neuron
domain is shifted to the dorsal regions of the Gli3;Sufu double mutant spinal cords. (M) Nkx6.1
labels progenitors for most ventral spinal cord cells including V2, V3 interneurons, motor
neurons and floor plate. (N) Nkx6.1 expression is normal in the Gli3 mutant spinal cord. (O)
Nkx6.1 expression is expanded to the entire Sufu mutant spinal cord. (P) Nkx6.1 expression is
present in all but the dorsal-most cells of the Sufu mutant spinal cord. (Q) Pax6 labels most
progenitor cells except for the ventral-most V3 interneurons and floor plate. (R) Pax6 is normal
in Gli3 mutants. (S) Pax6 expression is restricted to a few dorsal-most cells in the Sufu mutant
spinal cord. (T) Pax6 is present in the dorsal-most cells of the Gli3;Sufu double mutant spinal
cords.
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Immunofluorescent images of the transverse sections of E10.5 spinal cords at the lumbar level.
(A) Foxa2 labels the floor plate. (B) Floor plate is absent in Gli2;Gli3 double mutants.
(C) Foxa2 is absent in Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutants. (D) Nkx2.2 labels V3 interneurons and their
progenitors. (E) Nkx2.2 expression is absent in the Gli2;Gli3 double mutant spinal cord. (F) No
Nkx2.2 + cell is present in the Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple spinal cord at the lumbar level. (G) Olig2
labels the progenitors for motor neurons. (H) The motor neuron domain is expanded ventrally in
the Gli2;Gli3 double mutant spinal cord. (I) The motor neuron domain is expanded ventrally in
theGli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutant spinal cord. (J) Nkx6.1 labels most ventral progenitors including
ones for V2, V3 interneurons, motor neurons and floor plate. (K) Nkx6.1 expression is normal in
the Gli2;Gli3 double

mutant

spinal

cord.

(L)

Nkx6.1

expression

is

normal

in

the Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutant spinal cord. (M) Pax6 labels most progenitor cells except for the
ventral most V3 interneurons and floor plate. (N) Pax6 expression is expanded ventrally
in Gli2;Gli3 double

mutants.

(O)

Pax6

the Gli2;Gli3;Sufu triple mutant spinal cords.

expression

is

ventrally

expanded

in
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Figure A-5. Gli3 protein level is decreased in the absence of Sufu.
(A) Immunoblots of E10.5 whole embryo lysate with a Gli3-specific antibody; tubulin as
a loading control. (B) Graphical representation of the relative levels of full-length Gli3 (Gli3-190)
and total Gli3 (the sum of Gli3-190 and Gli3-83). The results are obtained from at least 2
embryos from each genotype.
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Figure A-6. Sufu plays a positive role in Hh signaling during mouse spinal cord
dorsoventral patterning. Immunofluorescent images of the transverse sections of E10.5 spinal
cords at the lumbar level.
(A) Foxa2 labels the floor plate. (B) A few Foxa2+ cells are present in the Gli23ki mutant
spinal cord. (C) Foxa2 is absent in the Gli23ki;Sufu double mutant spinal cords. (D) Shh protein is
found on the surface of the cells in the floor plate. (E) Shh is found in the notochord, but not in
the ventral spinal cord in Gli23ki mutants. (F) Shh is absent in Gli23ki;Sufu double spinal cord. (G)
Nkx2.2 is found in V3 interneurons and their progenitors. (H) A few V3 interneurons are present
in Gli23ki mutants. (I) Nkx2.2 + cells are absent in the Gli23ki;Sufu mutant spinal cord. (J) Olig2
labels the progenitors for motor neurons. (K) Olig2 domain is expanded ventrally in Gli23ki
mutants. (L) Olig2 domain is expanded both dorsally and ventrally in the Gli23ki;Sufu mutant
spinal cord. (M) Isl1 labels differentiated motor neurons. (N) In the posterior Gli23ki mutant spinal
cords, Isl1 domain is expanded ventrally to the ventral midline. (O) In Gli23ki;Sufu mutant spinal
cord, Isl1 expression expanded to the ventral midline. Its expression is also expanded dorsally.
(P) Nkx6.1 labels most ventral cells including V2, V3 interneurons, motor neurons and floor
plate. (Q) Nkx6.1 expression is normal in Gli23ki mutant spinal cord. (R) Nkx6.1 expression
normal is dorsally expanded in the posterior Gli23ki;Sufu mutant spinal cord. (S) Pax6 labels most
progenitor cells except for the ventral-most V3 interneurons and floor plate. (T) Pax6 domain is
normal in Gli23ki mutant spinal cord. (U) The domain of strong Pax6 expression in Gli23ki;Sufu
mutant spinal cord is more dorsally restricted than wild type, but a few cells in the ventral region
show weak Pax6 expression. (V) Pax7 labels the dorsal progenitors in the spinal cord. (W) Pax7
remains dorsally restricted in Gli23ki mutant spinal cord. (X) Pax7 appears to be more dorsally
restricted in Gli23ki;Sufu mutant spinal cord.
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Figure A-7. The effect of Gli3 repressor on the D/V patterning of the spinal cord in the
absence of Sufu. Immunofluorescent images of the transverse sections of E10.5 spinal cords at
the lumbar level.
(A) Pax6 expression is absent in the posterior Gli2+/−;Gli3−/−;Sufu−/− mutant spinal cords.
(B) In Gli2+/−;Sufu−/− mutants, Pax6 expression is found in the dorsal-most region of the spinal
cord. (C) In Gli23ki/+;Sufu−/− mutants, Pax6 expression is found in the dorsal-most region of the
spinal cord. (D) Nkx6.1 expression is throughout the Gli2+/−;Gli3−/−;Sufu−/− mutant spinal cord.
(E) Nkx6.1 expression is throughout theGli2+/−;Sufu−/− mutant spinal cord. (F) Nkx6.1 expression
is excluded from the dorsal-most part of the Gli23ki/+;Sufu−/−mutant spinal cord. (G) Olig2 is
expressed in scattered cells, mostly in the dorsal half of the Gli2+/−;Gli3−/−;Sufu−/− mutant spinal
cord. (H) Olig2 expression is expressed strongly in most Gli2+/−;Sufu−/− mutant spinal cord cells,
except for the floor plate. (I) Olig2 expression is excluded from the dorsal-most and ventral most
cells of the Gli23ki/+;Sufu−/− mutant spinal cord. (J) Nkx2.2 is expressed throughout
the Gli2+/−;Gli3−/−;Sufu−/− mutant spinal cord. (K) Nkx2.2 is expressed in all but the dorsal most
cells of the Gli2+/−;Sufu−/− mutant spinal cord. (L) In Gli23ki/+;Sufu−/− mutants, Nkx2.2 expression
is restricted to the ventral half of the spinal cord. (M) In Gli2+/−;Gli3−/−;Sufu−/− mutants, Foxa2
expression is found throughout the spinal cord. (N) In the Gli2+/−;Sufu−/− mutant spinal cord,
Foxa2 is throughout the spinal cord. (O) In the Gli23ki/+;Sufu−/−mutant spinal cord, Foxa2 is
strongly expressed in the floor plate, and weakly in a few scattered cells in the ventral part of the
spinal cord.
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